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Volume 3

A REVIEW OF LITERATURE, THE ARTS, AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

NOTES and COMMENT
Moral Wrong-Warfare-Model1940-Barbarism Rampant-Trend: To the Right-The World and Its Wisdom-Interdependence-and other matters

By

THE EDITORS

have simply been moves of selfdefence to prevent a similar action
by the Allies. Or else they argue
that this is simply the development of history which we are to
view from the vantage point of
interested but dispassionate observers, confident in the knowledge that in the end all things
will right themselves according to
God's plan. Or they pooh-pooh
our indignant protests over these
latest acts of international vandalism by citing the moral lapses of
which the Allies and even our own
country have been guilty in the
course of territorial expansion.
Such specious argumentation,
however, does not alter the unchanging implications of the
Moral Law. If Britain, France, or

Moral Wrong
THE ruthless invasion of the
Low Countries, following closely upon the equally ruthless conquest of Denmark and Norway by
the Nazi war machine, once more
brings us face to face with the
problem of evil in the unfolding
drama of contemporary history.
When the Christian is confronted
with the ex "tence of evil-in any
form-there is only one attitude
that he can possibly take. He must
condemn -condemn it with all
the vigor and earnestness at his
command. We are frankly amazed
by the attitude of bland indifference with which some of the followers of the Prince of Peace view
the rape of these little peace-loving
neutrals. Oh, they tell us, these
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the United States have in times
past flagrantly violated the ri~h~s
of weaker peoples, we do not mxmmize their guilt. Such actions were
morally wrong, and we condemn
them. But by the same token we
have no alternative but to condemn the Nazi invasion of peaceful neutrals as a moral wrong of
the most infamous kind.
Are we to condone these current
international depredations simply
because they constitute the unfolding of the course of history,_which,
in the end, will accomplish the
beneficent purposes of an overruling Providence? If we had stood
on Calvary on that Good Friday
long ago could we have condoned
that most heinous of all crimes,
the crucifixion of our Lord, simply
because we knew that it was to
serve God's gracious purpose in
the end?
Let's be consistent in our application of the Moral Law. We have
a strong suspicion that some of ou~
contemporaries who view the_N~zl
onslaught with such equammxty
would be a bit more conscious of
the full import of the Moral Law
if they had been living in Elverum, Norway, Louvain, Belgium,
or Rotterdam, Holland, in this
spring of 1940-when the Nazi
bombers gave the bewildered
burghers a foretaste of hell.

Warfare-Model 1940
world has never seen anyT HE
thing like it-this
high-gear~d,

streamlined German war machme
that is sweeping across Europe
with lightning-like rapidity, surmounting barriers that were
thought to be insurmountab!e,
brushing aside the most formidable obstacles and giving the world
a real sample of German e~ci:ncy,
that hereditary charactenstxc of
the race. It is only to be regretted
that that super-efficiency is being
devoted to purposes of destruction
rather than construction.
Nor was our generation prepared to witness an~thing like the
panic which has setzed the great
democracies of Western Europe,
who are now fighting with their
backs against the wall. Our pa_pers
carry screaming ~lack headl,x,nes
that use such drastic terms as Allied disaster," "England in peril,"
"Incredible French blunders,"
"Belgium capitulat~s." The ~llied
armies were splendtdly eqUipped,
excellently trained-for warfare of
the 1914 model. But this is 1940.
The Allies, it is now clear, have
failed to realize that fact and have
passed by their opportunities to
meet the enemy with his own
methods and weapons. For Adolf
Hitler and his Nazi cohorts are
definitely conscious of the fact that
this is 1940, and are making history before our startled eyes as they
blaze their path of fire and blood
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on land and in the air-on, on
toward Paris, on, on toward the
Channel, on, on toward London.
And by the time you read these
lines England may have experienced the terrors of a hostile invasion for the first time since 1066.
Perilous, troublous times are
these. Our hearts are sickened by
the inferno of destruction and terror that has engulfed Europe. And
the future is dark indeed for those
unhappy peoples who have been
shorn of their hereditary freedom
and sovereignty and face the prospect of being ground under the
dictator's heel. They will not find
it easy to bow to that sort of regime-these people who for generations have clung to the cherished
ideals of democracy and individual
human liberty. Dark days are
ahead for Europe if-as seems only
too probable-the democratic way
of life suffers defeat.
At the same time, the United
States can serve the cause of democracy in no better way than by
staying out of the war. An adequate defense for our national
boundaries, yes. An increased determination to uphold our American philosophy of life and government, yes. But we shall only sow
the seeds for our own eventual
downfall by plunging our nation
into another international conflict. By remaining out of the war
we shall strengthen the cause of
democracy at home and be in a
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better position to exert a potent
and beneficial influence upon the
rest of the world-a haven of refuge
for the distressed, an example to
all the world of a great and happy
and prosperous nation in which
the individual man is still the most
important unit.

Barbarism Rampant
§HOEMAKER of The Chicago
Daily N ews draws beautifully.
This time it's a little huddle of
three old men in a street that is
typical of the German " Maerchen"
-"Just think, they are shooting
down our parachute troops in cold
blood." Most likely some of the
men from the clouds are their sons
sinking cold steel and blazing bullets into the backs of demoralized
armies in Belgium or France or,
soon, on an English country-road.
And shooting them is barbaric because they are theirsThe saddest by-product of war
in our time is the cold statistical
mile by mile story of advance
through lands that are home for
someone-over bodies that are dear
to someone. Commands are made
to be obeyed: "Surrender or your
wives, children, schools, churches
and everything else may go-on
the way to a military objective."
LatTy Rue says three hundred and
fifty died in Rotterdam-London
says one hundred thousand; Larry
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Rue says it's almost normal in Holl~nd-eight others say the opposite. Now the Stukas and Heinkels
dive down at four hundred miles
an hour-nothing can stop that.
Then the behemoth tanks come
through and even French 75s
can do nothing about them. An
~viator with the "Fliegerkreuz"
IS asked "Why?" and answers
"This is war. Heil Hitler!" Soul i~
gone-love has died-hate lives and
Steel is God. This is the new age
of Barbarism-hordes for destruction-hordes opposing them ready
~o destroy just as ruthlessly. Speed
IS t~e on!y salvation and only a
nauon with youth in the saddle
can be heartless enough to claim
all that speed and death and terror and broken bodies and burning towns can bring.
Barbarism is abroad again. The
cold glee, the fanatically blazing
eyes at the news of new conquests
for one or the other makes us wonder whether the Second Psalm
should not be moved into prominence again. People living on the
lower levels to which they have
been forced are seizing the power
and ~he opportunity offered by inventiOn an.d science and using
them to their own advantage without attaining any standards that
can stand before God or men.

Trend: To the Right
WHEN thi.s is~ue reaches you,
a new, s1gmficant, startling
trend in American life will have
suddenly developed. The trend is
a turn to the right. Quite obviously the signing of the RussianGerman pact in 1939 has been a
determining factor in the development of this trend. We refer to the
new drug store which the Liggett
Drug Company is opening June 1
at Fifty-seventh Street and Seventh
A~enue in New York. Our spy in
this field reports that the Liggett
Company is gradually dropping its
merchandise items and is returning "to the original conception of
~ drug ~tore." That, gentle reader,
IS the Idea of selling drugs in a
drug store. Indeed, we have been
further informed by our awed spy
that drug stores will gradually
liquidate glassware, books, toys,
stuffed dolls, and electric toasters
and concentrate on liniment and
aspirin tablets. The drug stores
will handle the 40,000 items which
belong in the drug field and will
unceremoniously drop the 40,000
other items which belong in a
grocery store or in Macy's.
As we say, astounding events
are occurring in the history of the
world: Norway is invaded for the
first time since 1807; Wendell
Willkie may be the Republican
candidate for president; Roosevelt
might not run for a third termbut, of them all, the return of the
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drug store to its "original conception" is the most astounding.
We asked our local druggist
about it. He shrugged his shoulder
and said, "If you ask me, they're
always thinking up new ideas in
New York which never work in
the rest of the country. What'll it
be: a ham on rye or just plain
white?"

The World and Its Wisdom
THIRTY years ago there was
much talk about the oncoming millennium, about the dawn
of an era of world-wide peace and
good will. The lion was to lie
down with the lamb, and all
swords were to be beaten into
ploughshares. Those who had the
courage to point to man's natural
depravity, to the innate greed,
hatred, lust for power, etc., in the
human heart, were decried as pessimistic prophets of gloom and as
enemies of human progress. Then
came the so-called World War,
and all the evil passions of men
were unleashed to make havoc of
such Utopian dreams. The words
of Scripture remained true.
Less than twenty years ago men
were speculating about the duration of the post-war era of prosperity. Leaders of finance and industry were gearing for an unlimited consumption of all that modern science and the modern rna-

I
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chine produce. Everybody dreamed
of wealth and of the enjoyment of
material things. Then came the
debacle of 1929 and the depression. Man was shown drastically
that "a man's life consisteth not
in the abundance of the things
which he possesseth," as the Scriptures teach.
Today the world is in the midst
of another upheaval. A war that
threatens to become a world war
is in progress. The battle lines are
being extended from day to day.
No one knows what the end will
be. Billions of dollars are being
spent for armaments by the belligerent nations, and by the neutals as well. This cannot long continue before the nations will have
spent themselves into bankruptcy.
Yet no one knows how to stave off
disaster. Human wisdom, which
vaunts itself as sufficient to solve
all the problems of this life and ofthat which is to come, is unable
to find a way out. In spiritual matters, human wisdom is foolishness,
and in temporal things, its range
is uncertain and limited. It is time
for men to turn to the Word of
God.

Interdependence
interdependent the variH ow
ous countries of the world
are is shown again by the present
European war. It will surprise no
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air. Even a year ago, by looking
at photographs from abroad, one
could tell what they were expecting. Pictures showing gas masks
of every type and size. Men,
women, and children, all alike behind rubberized jowls, slack
chins, blank and staring eyes,
ugly snouts. Mock air raids and
blackouts-whole cities plunged
into darkness. The Government
in England manufacturing about
30,000,000 gas masks; factories
grinding them out at the rate of
250,000 a week; schools for instructors in anti-gas practice,
eighty graduating monthly. Fancy
civilian masks-copying the best
military types, having better eyepieces, better breathing valves,
hermetically sealed breathing
spaces to keep gases from leaking
down the face. Gas-proof shelter
in every home and office building,
sealed, puttied, and isolated, where
people might wait. The same
thing going on all over Europe. In
Germany we are told of an old
lady in a small town who even now
has her instructions, in case an incendiary bomb is dropped, to seize
two designated buckets, fill them
with water, and rush to the spot
where she sees smoke. In case of a
gas attack, a designated basement
Gas-Not Yet
two blocks down the street. And
yet, and probably not for so for every person in Germany,
some time. The populations possibly for every inhabitant of
of Europe are all set for it-bomb- Western Europe.
What keeps the nations at war
ings with deadly gases from the

one to find by and by that Norwegian sardines are out of stock at
his grocery. But that is a small
matter. Far more important is the
fact that the extension of the war
to Scandinavian countries has cut
off 70 per cent of the American
supply of cod liver oil. Even if the
war were to end soon, we would
have a shortage, for spring is the
chief cod-fishing season and Norway's main fishing ground is about
the Lofoten Islands, near N arvik,
where steady fighting has been going on. Perhaps we can increase
our imports from Iceland and Japan, our other sources of supply;
but for the rest we shall have to
depend on substitutes. Again, for
most of our botanical drugs we depend on the Eun>pean mainland.
The war has already badly disorganized this traffic, and Italy's entry into the conflict would practically end it. If the Dutch East
Indies should become involved, we
would be deprived of cinchona
bark, from which quinine is made.
Thus world economy is much like
the economy of the body: "whether
one member suffer, all the members suffer with it."

NOT
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from using gas? The new gases
have never been used, except possibly by Mussolini in Abyssinia.
They were not used in Spain, nor
by the Russians in Finland. Vast
stores are available, and no one
uses them . .Are we to suspect that
the gas attack, once begun, would
become uni versa! and that this
would mean that of all the warring hosts none would remain
alive except a few thousand air
men who dealt the annihilating
strokes? We understand that 42
tons of mustard gas, which could
be freighted in 20 bombers, could
wipe out London. Has man invented weapons of death that are
too terrible to be used at am

Euthanasia
JT MEANS "an easy death." The
word is used for the practice
of putting hopeless sufferers deliberately out of their agonies with
deadly drugs. As is well known,
the practice is advocated as a solution of the problem which besets
the physician's path of duty when
it is a question of keeping patients
alive for periods of uncontrollable
suffering, when all hope of even
temporary improvement is gone.
The autobiography of Hans
Zinsser, which ran in the Atlantic
this spring, touches this problem.
Zinsser was a research physician of
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the highest type, though a thorough agnostic in religion. He mentions several cases in which doctors continued to keep hopeless
sufferers alive for a few weeks or
months when "judicious inactivity" would have brought "rest to
the patient and peaceful resignation to his family and friends." He
remembered the experiences of
two of his young colleagues who
purposely gave up-one, in the
case of his own father-with the
compassionate thought of not prolonging a tragic situation. "In
both instances," says Zinsser, "I am
sure their judgments were right. In
both cases, however, they never
entirely got over reproaching
themselves."
On the other hand there was
the case of a typhus patient in a
Serbian hospital, who had been
given up for dead. We let Zinsser
tell the story:
This patient was hardly breathing,
and his pulse could be detected only
with a stethoscope. I postponed a
short walk into the hills because I
thought that this boy would be carried into my autopsy barracks at any
minute. But my friend George Shattuck, who was the physician on the
ward, kept working at him. Shattuck
omitted nothing that might feed the
little flame that still flickered. He was
hopeless, as I was, but he kept on.
We expected death by noon. At two
o'clock the patient was unchanged,
but still going. By four, we could begin to feel the pulse. By six, there was
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distinct hope. Six weeks later, the
young warrior was lying in the sun
near my autopsy barracks, drinking
a glass of thin milk, and beginning to
feel blood·thirsty again-hoping soon
to kill an Austrian.

Besides the difficulty of saying
exactly which cases are hopeless,
there is another thought, hinted at
by Dr. Zinsser, thus: "The average
integrity of the medical profession
is perhaps a little higher than that
of the population as a whole, but
not high enough for euthanasia."

Dictatorship A mbitions?
_NRIL 26, 1940, may prove a
sinister date in our history.
On that day John L. Lewis, leader
of CIO, appealed to organized Negroes of the nation to enroll under his political banner, having
previously announced his intention of welding labor, farm organizations, youth and old-age groups,
the Negroes, and others into a
powerful political unit "if the
Democratic nominee and platform
should prove unsatisfactory."
THE CRESSET is sometimes at a

disadvantage in taking note of
current events, since a month may
elapse before our comment sees
the light of day and situations can
materially change in even less
than thirty days. Sometimes, however, there is an advantage in being permitted to note reactions. In
the case of the revolutionary activities of Mr. Lewis, there were
-none. This is amazing. What Mr.
Lewis is doing is not simply the
organizing of a new political party.
It is a definite line-up of economicall y depressed elements and of
political fanatics whose capacity
for trouble-making is infinite. Yet
the newspapers have withheld editorial comment. Do they sense in
the new phase of CIO activities
only the efforts of Mr. Lewis, politician, to gain a position of power
in the Democratic convention? Or
is Mr. Green, of the Federation of
Labor, right when he charges Mr.
Lewis with definitely treasonable
schemes and with the ultimate
purpose of making himself dictator of North America? We shall
know more in another six months.

But for a moment they are only
symbols. . . . Time tonight to
touch the reality beyond ... To
catch the strains of an everlasting
Sanctus....
In the physical world we must
be near a thing to see it clearly.
. . . In the world of the spirit,
however, we get our truest view
of things when we are farthest removed from them. . . . Life and
the world are always smaller than
we think, but we must get away
from them before we see how
small they really are. . . . Our
failure to do this is the curse of
our time.... Not war and strife
and hate, but the nearsightedness
of men which makes near things
look important.... The dictator
who has made Europe a crucible of
doom has perhaps another twenty
years to live.... Then a tomb, a
little more grand than ours, and a
guard of honor, less sorrowing
than the friends of the poorest
among us. . . . Has he left footprints on the sands of time? ...
So has the dinosaur.... They are
not good when they are filled with
blood. . . . Footprints like that
cannot be important.... Not forever.... Not even now, if we see
clearly... .
Christian men and women have
thought and written much about .
the comfort in the thought of eternity .... No one in our generation
has yet written a good book on the
immunizing value of it .... Some-

The
PILGRIM

By

0.

P.

KRETZMANN

"All the trumpets sounded
for him on the other side,
PILGRIM'S PROGRESS

Soliloquy

A FEW moments ago

the clock
I lisstruck midnight. .
tened a little more thoughtfully
tonight, since it was marking the
beginning of another birthday.
. . . This is the way birthdays
should begin-in the quiet of midnight .... The clock on the shelf,
the trains rumbling in the distance, the glow of the lamp, the
candle before the cross on the
wall, the book that has slipped to
the floor, the night beyond my
window-! am still surrounded by
the symbols of life and time ..
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how we must again care less for
what others think or say and
more for what we look like in the
light of the Beyond. . . . In this
light the royalty of our dreams,
no matter what the years may
bring, remains inviolable .... Only
in our failure to do this lies the
sorrow of growing older.... Not
in the passing years or the marks
of decay.... Our tragedy lies in
the nearsightedness which persuades us to substitute a shrugging
acceptance of reality for the high
purposes of a youth when we knew
less about what it is and more
about what might be .... The shifting of our candles to lower altars.
... The conviction that a certain
thing cannot be done .. .. Until
some fool, one of God's fools, who
has refused to forget, comes up the
road to do what ought to be done.
Perhaps all this is just one way
of saying that the years can so
easily bring forgetfulness of God.
... Or we may remember only a
part of Him .... Remember His
mercy and forget His power. . . .
Remember His nearness and forget His greatness . . . . Our faith,
to maintain its balance, must see
the plans of God in two's . . . .
The weakness of the manger and
the power of the angels. . . . The
shame of the cross and the glory of
the tomb. . . . The loneliness of
the garden and the fellowship of
the saints . . . .
It is later now than I think ....

The noises of the city beyond my
window die down, and the ticking
of the clock becomes louder. . . .
In an hour we can live all of life.
. . . At its best it is labor and
sorrow and power and glory. . . .
And at its longest it is but a little
while ....

Beauty and Dirt
WHEN Gabriel blows his
hom, somebody will be discussing the relation of art and
morality.... Apparently the argument will never die .... Since THE
CRESSET has promised to judge art,
especially literature, from the
moral point of view, we have been
beset by innumerable problems.
... The entire situation was pointed up in the recent controversy
concerning The Grapes of Wrath.
... A difficult question .... Not
as simple as it looks.... How far
can an artist go in the realistic
portrayal of the seamy side of life
without violating the canons of
morality? ... We remember, for
example, that our soft Victorian
ancestors objected to the melodramatic realism of Uncle Tom's
Cabin . ... Yet there was power in
the book-enough power to rouse
a nation to an ugly reality. . . .
When we saw it clearly, we decided to eliminate it. . . .
The other side. . . . No doubt
modern literature has gone too far
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in the other direction. . . . What
Jean Carrere says of the novels of
Zola applies to many of our novelists: "Unbalanced men, scoundrels, thieves, prostitutes, drunkards, stupid dreamers, unhealthy
peasants, degraded workers, unclean bourgeois, cowardly soldiers,
avaricious ministers, feeble artists,
hysterical priests-all this is offered
to us as a mirror of human nature.
Not a single great man, not an
elect soul, not a noble and strong
individuality, not a hero-that is
supposed to be the measure of our
time. No joy, no triumphant effort, not a single healthy development-this is a picture of our life.
We are promised a world and we
get a hospital. Surely this is incredible ignorance or incredible
perversity." . .. Perhaps it all boils
down to the question of reality
and truth .... Great art must be
real and true .... If I try to paint
a picture of a man whose face is
blotched with disease, I must
paint the blotches if the picture is
to be real. ... I must not, however, stop with the blotches . . . .
If there is the reflection of an immortal soul in the eyes of the man,
that, too, must appear in the picture . . . .
We are often assured that a
"powerful realism" may be secured
only by the use of a certain kind of
language. . . . I do not believe
that ... . John Steinbeck's Of Mice
and M en is a case in point. . . .
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It is powerful and real. ... Superficial critics hold that its power
derives from the way in which it
employs every four-letter word and
every possible profane ejaculation
which would be employed by the
types of character with which the
novel deals. . . . I do not believe
that .... John Galsworthy's justice
is even more powerful than Of
Mice and M en and, as I remember
it, there is not a single oath in it.
Another example .... One of the
most harsh and terrible novels of
recent years is Richard Wright's
Native Son . . . . I live within a
few blocks of the territory in
which the Negro protagonist, Bigger, lived and died .... It is a fact,
however, that the scenes in Native
Son which are most offensive add
nothing to the power and terror
of the book .... It would be just
as good a novel without them.
. . . I found unexpected proof
for this in an article entitled "Native Daughter" by Miss Ellen
Tarry in the Commonweal . . ..
She also feels the bitterness of the
Negro in America . . . . Perhaps
more
profoundly than
Mr.
Wright. . . . Her story, however,
is written with a restraint that
makes it infinitely more moving
than Mr. Wright's unrestrained
and offensive immorality. ... Miss
Tarry tells the story of two young
Negroes who were sitting in a
parked car when two policemen
approached them .... The officers

12
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suspected them of concealing
liquor in their car and practically
tore the automobile apart in an
effort to find it. . . . Meanwhile
the two Negroes were standing by.
. . . Miss Tarry continues: "The
sight of the white men working so
hard-and in vain-must have
amused the smaller of the two
Negroes (they called him 'Shorty'),
for he giggled.
" 'So it tickles you, eh?' said one
of the officers. 'Laugh this off!'
"There was a succession of
thuds, as the butt of the officer's
service revolver cracked against
the little Negro's skull again and
again. Finally, his form lay crumpled on the asphalt street, as his
friend stood helplessly by-his
black hands high above his head.
" 'I reckon this'll teach you not
to be so smart next time,' laughed
the other fiend who wore a policeman's badge, as he walked over to
the Negro's prostrate form and began kicking him. His laughter
only increased as the Negro feebly
groaned.
"To me, it had all seemed like
a page from some terriole story
book. But that Negro's groan
struck a note of reality.
"'Why, you dirty dog!' I
screamed, 'you're kicking a man
who's flat on his back!'
"Quickly a hand was clasped
over my mouth. 'You little simpletoni' my mother muttered, 'don't
you know that they can do the

same thing to you and I can't do
a thing about it?'
"In that moment, I fell heir to
my heritage."
That last sentence is lik.e the
lash of a whip .... This is good
realism. . . .

Staff's End
AMONG newspaper columnists
f i who do not have a national
audience none is more effective
day after day than Howard Vincent O'Brien of the Chicago Daily
News . ... A mature and careful
mind.... In a recent column he
raises the fundamental question
of our time .... "Men like Stalin
and Hitler bring to focus a problem that the modern world has to
solve. It is a bigger problem than
we ever guessed. The problem is:
How can we advance in civilization, inventing all manner of improvements in the way of transport, communication and destruction, and save these things for
those intelligent enough to use
them wisely? How can we keep
them out of the hands of men like
Stalin and Hitler-and their pipsqueak replicas scattered all over
the globe?
"Revolutions have always been
the work of determined minorities. The airplane, the radio and
the machine gun have greatly increased the power of minorities.
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The man of culture and peace has
delivered himself into the hand of
the troglodyte. It is, I think, the
most ironic fact in all historythat as we widen our mental horizon we narrow our ability to use it.
"We have built motorcars of
marvelous speed and power-and
allowed monkeys to drive them.
We have acquired wisdom, and
permitted ourselves to be governed
by ignorance.
"What Stalin and Hitler have
accomplished makes it clear that
our own political system needs a
quick and thorough overhauling.
The time has passed when we can
safely laugh at the antics of politi·
cians. If 'good men' don't go into
politics, there may soon be no politics to go into."
The answer? . . . I have often
referred to the fact that even beyond the Church there is a growing consciousness of the need for
an answer in new terms. . . . Or
perhaps better, an answer in terms
of the eternal. . . . We ought to
remember that in 1940 President
Hutchins of the University of Chicago found it necessary to address
a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa in
these words: "Our problems are
moral, intellectual and spiritual.
The paradox of starving in the
midst of plenty illustrates the nature of our difficulties. This paradox will not be resolved by technical skill or scientific data. It will
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be resolved, if resolved at all, by
vision and goodness." ... Vision
and goodness! . . . I seem to remember that the Church has been
saying that for a number of years.
... Somebody sends me a copy of
The Nazi Primer, the official handbook of some seven million young
Germans who are being trained
for life. . . . I quote: "Even today the racial ideas of National
Socialism have implacable opponents. Free Masons, Marxists and
the Christian Church join hands
in brotherly accord on this point.
The world-wide order of Free Masons conceals its Jewish plans for
ruling the world behind the catchword 'Mankind' or 'Humanity.'
Masonry can take as much credit
for its effort to bring Jews and
Turks into the fold as does Christianity itself. Marxism has the
same goal as Free Masonry. In this
case, to disguise its real intentions,
the slogan 'Equality, Liberty and
Fraternity' is preached....
"The Christians, above all the
Roman Church, reject the race
idea with the citation 'before God
all men are equal.' All who have
the Christian belief, whether Jews,
bush niggers or whites, are dearer
to them and more worth while
than a German who does not confess Christianity. The one binding
bond, above and beyond all restrictions, is the Belief which alone
brings salvation.'' ...

The second of a series of two articles in
which one of our motion picture critics presents his problem-

The
MOTION PICTURE=II
By A

REVIEWER

in America At The Movies, that
the movie as we know it is aimed
at women who live in cities of
50,000 and whose husbands' incomes are at least $1,500 a year.
This is a damning conclusion,
but not an altogether unreasonable one. Examining the picture,
The Women, one sees that adultery on Park Avenue is neither dismal nor weighted with tragic
moral consequences. True, there
is some tragedy and there are a
few tears, but the final effect of the
movie lends an air of glamour and
hypnotic unreality to a world
where to an immature observer it
would be joy supreme to live.
Ever since nickelodeon days the
movies have been under a heavy
barrage of moral criticism. That
the problem of moral standards in
the motion picture is still unsettled is due to the complexity involved in demanding adherence to
a fixed moral standard on the part
of Hollywood.

HE sad fact is that Hollywood's technical and artistic equipment far outmatches its political and moral
maturity. It is also admitted that
if Hollywood's army of artists had
the final voice in the production
of movies, moral questions aside,
the American public would be
able to see a superior, mature
product in the neighborhood
theater. There are snatches from
almost every movie where one can
see what Hollywood's employees
could do, given a free hand. One
recalls the funeral procession in
A Man To Remember. Using a
few, comparatively low-priced sets
and an intelligent cameraman,
Garson Kanin, the director, was
able to show in five hundred feet
of celluloid the light and shadow
of man's existence. If Hollywood
were as free as our American press,
one might expect consistently
high-grade productions. The truth
is, as Margaret Thorp points out

T
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What has brought Hollywood
into considerable disrepute, not
only in the United States, but
wherever there are movie houses,
is its over-emphasis on sex and
crime. Whether such a choice of
themes is indicative of Hollywood's conception of the American's interest is not known.
Charles Beard, discussing the movies of the depression and postdepression years, writes: "An unusual feature of the latest appeal
was the flaunting of sex before
little boys and girls who crowded
the moving picture houses day
and night. Though in countries
accustomed to sex slavery, nautch
girls, sing-song girls, and geisha
girls learned to participate in sex
entertainment in their early years,
never before in America had boys
and girls ranging from six to ten
years been permitted by the millions to witness daily displays of
sex enticements approaching as
near as censorship would permit
to the climax itself." He states
unequivocally that Hollywood's
lust for profits was the determining factor in the making of almost
all motion pictures. Beard's horrible picture seems to bear out the
statement of Rouben Mamoulian,
a distinguished director, that "the
picture industry is no different
from the underwear business, for
example. It is completely governed
by the law of supply and demand."

I
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Naturally various censorship devices were adopted to curb Hollywood's unhealthy concern with
just two phases of life in the
United States. Women's clubs,
parent-teacher associations, religious organizations, and civic societies attempted to curb Hollywood almost from the beginning.
Despite all these Better Film councils and censorship boards of every
breed and stripe, films continued
to portray an unmoral and immoral attitude. In the 1920's the
Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors decided to clean up.
The association offered the job of
movie "czar" to Will H. Hays, who
was to advise what was proper and
improper. In 1930 the "don't's"
were embodied in a Code, mainly
the work of Martin Quigley and
Father Daniel A. Lord, S.J. Unfortunately, this Code was loosely
observed, and the movies went
their merry way until 1934. The
Legion of Decency was organized
under the leadership of the Roman church. The Code was
amended, and Hollywood producers were ordered to toe the mark
set up by the Code or else lose the
right to produce movies.
This Code is worth studying.
Embodying three general principles, namely, that no picture shall
be produced which will lower the
moral standards of those who see
it, that correct standards of life
shall be presented, and that nat-
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ural or human law shall never be
ridiculed, the Code certainly set
up a standard easy enough to
achieve for any movie producer.
The letter of the Code has been
observed. It is doubtful whether
the spirit of the Code is applied
in many approved motion pictures. The Code went so far as to
specify particulars; for example,
it forbade profanity, obscenity, seduction scenes, and ridicule of religion.
After the adoption of the Code
and the appointment of Joseph
Breen as special overseer, the
movies improved considerably.
Films were classified as A, B, and
C. Class A pictures were unobjectionable. Class B unobjectionable
in part, and Class C pictures were
absolutely forbidden to members
of the Legion of Decency. In 1938,
however, the Legion of Decency
went political and broadly anticommunist. The movie Blockade,
an innocuous version of an incident in the recent Spanish Civil
War, was banned because it was
anti-fascist and movie-goers might
make unfavorable comments
about the Church in Spain. The
producers quickly abandoned the
filming of Vincent Sheean's Personal History because of its antifascist bent. The Legion of Decency brought, rightly or wrongly,
politics into the moral arena when
it stated that films "which portray,
approvingly, concepts rooted in

philosophies attacking the Christian moral order and the supernatural destiny of man, serve not
to ennoble but, rather, to debase
humanity, and as such, these films
are an affront to right thinking
men and women." It is noteworthy
that the Legion of Decency made
no effort to suppress the filming
of Steinbeck's The Grapes of
Wrath.
The main question is whether
or not the movies do have such a
determinative influence on American morals, especially on the development of moral standards in
children. At the suggestion of the
Motion Picture Council, in 1933,
the Payne Fund undertook an
elaborate research to determine
whether the movies were a cause
of moral delinquency. The investigators concluded that the "conduct of screen characters is lower
than the prevailing standards of
morality; that children who go to
movies are likely to be less well
behaved in school than the nonmovie-goers;-that movie going
produces profound mental and
psychological effects of an emotional order."
To this day reviewers of the motion picture are in disagreement as
to the effect of movies on children,
adolescents, and adults. Margaret
Thorp, latest investigator of the
movies, claims that the American
child, the moment it leaves the
theater, finds correctives to the
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movie in everyday affairs in school
and home. If one makes an effort
to draw up a list of the ten best
motion pictures for 1939, one feels
that some of the pictures might
have scenes which could be construed as morally objectionable.
On the other hand, the Legion of
Decency gave a Class A rating to
almost all of them.
But we are not through with
the motion picture. There is still
the question of propaganda and
of Hollywood's attitude toward
political and economic questions.
The fact that the movies in 1939,
according to the Film Daily,
played to a weekly audience of
85,000,000 and that the average
American took in thirty-odd shows
last year is tremendously significant. The first thing to remember
is that Hollywood is controlled
financially by bankers in Wall
Street and on the Pacific Coast. Is
Hollywood influenced by political
and economic motives? That, alas,
is hard to determine by an exact
citation of figures. This much is
certain, that time and again movies have tacked on weak or ineffectual endings which vitiated the
central thesis of the picture. It
Can't Happen H ere has been announced several times on production schedules, but every time actual shooting is indefinitely postponed. As Charles Beard has
pointed out, Hollywood may offer
a bewildering array of sex dramas,
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animated fantasies, and historical
romances, but its concern with the
dissident fiction of the last quarter
century in American literature has
been noticeable for its absence.
When Hollywood produced An
American Tragedy, it purposely
soft-pedalled the social implications of the plot. Nor has Hollywood produced a single film about
a strike or one motion picture
about the personal problems, let
alone the social and national ones,
involved in modern industrial and
agricultural peonage. Two movies
of 1939 made a gesture in that direction, but it was obvious that the
bankers instructed the producers
in contemporary economic facts.
Such typically American novels as
Call Horne the Heart, Union
Square, Boston, The Chute, r9r9,
have all been conveniently forgotten. America is full of stirring
stories which make excellent film
material. Off-hand we can name
the many religious movements,
the problem of the migratory agricultural worker, the organization
of the farmer co-operatives, the
Populist revolt (and there is a
story!), the founding of the mail
order houses, the Sacco-Vanzetti
tragedy, the poor whites in the
land of Gone With the Wind, the
tale of Mexican beet workers lured
to Colorado and Montana, the
Orientals who built our western
railroads: there are literally dozens
of stories. The trouble is that al-
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most all of them contain political,
religious, or social dynamite, and
hardly any sex.
What producer would dare to
film the true story of the Memorial
Day massacre in Chicago? The
facts are, as Miss Thorp points out
near the end of her heavily documented study of Hollywood: "The
producers maintain that it is the
function of the motion picture to
satisfy its audiences, not to stimulate them, and their guess at the
period in which the majority of
the eighty-five million are living
is about 1854. They do not actually express it, of course, in quite
such concrete terms but obviously
what they think their public believes in are the social ideals of
the British Empire at the time of
the Crimean War."
Of course, Hollywood can produce a movie like The Confessions of a Nazi Spy, a pitifully
ineffectual picture, because it has
no one to fear except Hitler,
and comparatively few movies are
sold to Germany. But when will
Hollywood portray the American
brand of fascists at work, the Silver Shirts, the Christian Front, the
Order of the White Camellia? Or
when will the subversive activities
of Earl Browder and the rest of
Stalin's American satellites be
filmed? The answer is obvious.
And still there's as much drama
and romance in these subjects as in
the perfectly puerile movies glut-

ting the neighborhood theaters
today.
It might be the wiser course to
treat Hollywood as a current aberration and hope for the best in the
next fifty years. The day may
come when a courageous band of
actors, directors, and playwrights
will form their own company, independent of the producers and
bankers who control Hollywood's
artistic and intellectual standards.
Great movies do not necessarily
have to cost a million dollars.
Some of the greatest motion pictures have cost less than one hundred thousand dollars.
What the intelligent movie-goer
can do is to applaud the efforts of
those who are determined to lift
Hollywood out of the moral and
intellectual slums. That, at least,
would be positive action.
Ultimately, however, the fact
must be faced that the moral tone
of the motion picture industry cannot effectively and permanently be elevated unless it is
permeated with the Christian
ideals of righteousness and purity,
based on the inviolable standards
of morality which the Word of
God sets forth in its inspired
pages. And such moral improvement, in turn, will not be realized
until the Christian standard pervades and dominates all of American life. And the only medium
that can accomplish this is the unchanging Gospel of Jesus Christ.
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THE

ALEMBIC
By

THEODORE

GRAEBNER

"The world cares little for
anything a man has to utter
that has not previously
been distilled in the alembic of his life."
HOLLAND, Gold-Foil

~"I Ain't Talkin', See? You
got nothing on me, copper."
When Frank X. Reller, chief
probation officer of the St. Louis
Juvenile Court, hears talk like
that, the first thing he does is lean
forward and ask, "Son, have you
been listening to the 'Gang Busters' radio program?"
The answer is usually yes.
It seems that in analyzing the
literature of horror, as this department did two months ago, we

•
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overlooked the "radio thrillers."
Out near La Salle, Illinois, a
13-year-old boy was listening to
one of these half-hour dramas. He
suddenly left the room, then reentered, pointing a shot gun at his
grandmother. He discharged the
weapon at one of her legs and
then clubbed her head with it.
Then he lit out, and by last accounts a posse was making a
search for him in Starved Rock
State Park.
Probation Officer Reller reported that in 1939 forty-six boys
and girls traced their entrance on
a career of crime directly to the
"Gang Busters" radio program.
A boy who recently was haled in
for a series of filling station holdups, in which the attendant was
maneuvered into the washroom,
modestly gave credit for the plan
to this serial. Another youngster
sewed horsehair generously into
the skin of his finger ends in order
to prevent identification by finger
prints-an idea also picked up
from the program.
Even the professional accents of
the underworld have been acquired by the youngsters who have
really listened to this and similar
programs.
All the crime programs on the
air, also the "Gang Busters," are
supposed to prove to the boy or
girl with ambitions for a criminal
career that the thing doesn't pay.
In fact, the story invariably ends
19
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with an unmistakable assertion to
that effect. But what the sponsors,
writers, and broadcasting companies overlook is the fact of human
depravity. In the make-up of man
there is a tendency towards evil
which will not be discouraged by
the possibility, nor even by the
probability, of apprehension in
crime and of punishment. Not
only does it seem smart to beat the
law and its officers by superior
adroitness and cunning, but the
lure of gain without an equivalent
of labor is very powerful and becomes almost irresistible when the
technique of crime is detailed by
an able actor, whether that be on
the screen or over the radio.
Radio broadcasting has kept itself remarkably free from programs that offend against taste and
against public policy. Possibly if
a few more grandmothers are shot
in the leg public sentiment will
compel the elimination of the
"crime doesn't pay" programs.

~The

Witnesses

Hear the

Judge. I am referring to the sect
called Jehovah's Witnesses, and
the judge in question was no one
less than Chief Justice Charles
Evans Hughes of the United States
Supreme Court. A lawyer was trying to get a reversal of a sentence
because it "violated the constitutional pledges of religious freedom" and was arguing the case
before the Supreme Court. It

seems that three members of the
sect had gone to Catholic homes
in New Haven and had played a
phonograph record which assailed
the Roman Catholic Church as the
"greatest racket" and asserted that
the church wished to control the
world by dictatorship. For this
they had been arrested, and the
lawyer urged that this type of missionary endeavor is covered by the
guarantees of religious freedom.
In the following I quote the vivid
account in the New York Times:
"I suppose these Catholics had
some right o£ religious freedom themselves, did they not?" Mr. Hughes
sternly interrupted as he leaned forward in his chair.
"I suppose," he continued, "they
have the right to be left alone and
not to be attacked with these scurrilous denunciations of their most
cherished faith. What have you to
say to that?"
"I say we are right," Mr. Covington retorted in a loud voice.
Justice Hughes went on:
"You can hire a hall. You can hold
meetings, and distribute literature. Is
that the same thing as going into a
Catholic home and delivering these
attacks on their faith? Is it the same
thing as going into a person's home in
close personal contact and delivering
these attacks? Is there no limit at all
to what you can do when you think
you are worshipping your God?"

I don't know whether a decision
has been rendered concerning the
proselyting agents involved in that
case.
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~ ~<To Remove One Electrical
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trouble with the labor union,
which demanded that its members
rewire the entire structure, a fiveton concrete affair.
How can they get away with it?
For one reason only, and that is
the constant threat of violence if
matters are brought to the issue of
a strike. Employers of labor and
contractors know well enough that
violence and bloodshed are certain if they choose to contest the
union demands. The result is a
compliance with the most unreasonable stipulations, with the public paying in dollars and cents the
difference between what would be
reasonable and what are exorbitant rates.
The Lake View Cemetery at
Cleveland was picketed last month
by the Arborists, Landscapers and
Nursery Union (AFL) m order
to enforce demands for higher
wages. They prevented four burials. Graves had been dug, but
truck drivers delivering burial
vaults refused to go through a 20man picket line.
We have heard of other even
more macabre union regulations
in connection with the "last sad
rites," which might cause one to
look on a burial at sea as in every
way the more solemn and worthy
performance.

Bulb, $8.81." It was necessary_ to
pay this amount to the Electncal
Workers' Union at the New York
World's Fair, if the job had to be
done on less than thirty-six hours'
notice. We have accustomed ourselves to the rules which require
even the simplest mechanical task
to be performed by the labor
union where it has anything to
say at all. We would expect a
member of the union to be called
in at the Fair whenever an electric
bulb burned out. But the charge
seems somewhat exorbitant. The
Venezuelan comm1sswner also
thought so when he wrote his protest to the Fair management, and
the incident was referred to in an
article contributed to the Atlantic
last January. In the latest iss_ue,
the business manager of the umon
comes back with an article which
is printed together with a rebuttal
by Mr. Charles Stevenson, who
made the charges in the first place.
Mr. Stevenson maintains that his
complaint was absolutely in harmony with the facts. He quotes a
charge of $26 a day which Venezuela had to pay the union every
day to throw on the switch for the
electric lights. The building trades
charged for overtime as much as
$12, $14, and $16 an hour. The
State of Nevada prepared and
shipped a model of Boulder Dam ~The Clergy Gets Organiz_ed.
to the Fair at a cost of $7,000, the The CIO is said to be lookmg
expense being chiefly due to with favor upon the creation of a

_L
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new branch, a union which will
improve the standards of the holy
ministry and guarantee its financial security.
Black-coated pickets with clerical
collars strolled complacently outside
the lighted church, mingling mild
voices of protest with the soft organ
music.
They carried Bibles in one hand
and in the other bobbing placards
with flaring appeals:
The Minister Preaching in This
Church is Unfair to O rganized Labor!
The Ministers' Union of America is
on Strike for Better Living Conditions
and H igher Stipends!

We haven't come to it yet, but
before long the dailies will carry
this or a similar news item. It is
said that today the "Ministers'
Union of America" has recruited
among Christians, Jews, and even
Mohammedans, 100 members.
Most of these are said to live in
the New York area. More locals
are being organized in Chicago,
San Francisco, and New Haven.
The preamble of the constitution is a gem. It reads:
We, conscious of social injustice
amid the economic order, and believing that this injustice can not be
removed without the efficient organization of all those who engage in
socially necessary labor, desire to give
voice to that conviction by forming
an organization of clergymen modeled on the lines of labor organizations.
However, we would make it clear

that we do not subscribe to any
philosophy which would conserve the
interest of one group of producers at
the expense of others and in forming
our organization we do so only with
the purpose of promoting true religion through gaining for all the economic basis of that freedom and fulness of life which we desire for ourselves.

The purposes of the organization are:
l. To exl?ress their solidarity upon
social justice for themselves and to
show sympathy with organized labor
in its struggle for rights.
2. To improve the standards of the
ministry, guarantee its security and to
study all their social and economic
problems.

~The progress of our American civilization has been summed
up as follows :
1929-Marathon Dances
1930-Miniature Golf Courses
1931-Tree Sitters
1933-Jigsaw Puzzles
1934- Hog-calling Contests
1935- Chain Letters
1936-Pick-up Sticks
1937-Midget Auto Races
1938-Chinese Checkers
1939-Jitterbugs
1940-Information Please 1

~1842-The Bath Tub. That
would be the notation, if we were
to go back as far as 1842. When,
on the morning of December 20,
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1842, in Cincinnati, Ohio, Adam
Thompson, the maker of the first
American bathtub, took the first
bath in it, and the news began
to spread over the country like
wildfire, doctors predicted rheumatism, inflammation of the
lungs, and other deadly diseases
for all who should dare to imitate
the innovator.
I like to quote Adam Thompson and his bathtub-it was made
of solid mahogany, looked like a
coffin, and weighed a ton-when
critics of the church find fault
with it for its unprogressiveness.
Now, it is true that the various
practical methods which make up
the modern machinery of church
work came into usage only after
lively combat with the forces of
opposition. The budgeting of congregational finances, the envelope
system, secretaries, mailing lists,
funds for publicity, ushers, card
indexes, printed lists of contributors, the Sunday school, were measures at first regarded with suspicion, if they were not denounced
as certain precursors of the downfall of sound Christianity. But if
the records were laid side by side,
it would be seen that the opposition to progress has been far more
determined in the fields of human
endeavor than in the field of religion.
I was lately reminded of the
experiences of General W. Sooy
Smith, of Chicago, who many
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years ago constructed at Glasgow,
Missouri, on the Chicago & Alton
Railroad, the first steel bridge ever
built in the world. What was his
reward for discarding the old
wooden and wrought and castiron bridge structures by the substitution of the all-steel span? Like
all pioneers, he was derided, vilified, and abused, prominent engineers protesting against the use
of the steel structure, branding it
as unsafe in construction and
short-lived. One engineer of national reputation went so far in his
protest as to say, "The first frosty
morning that comes it will go into
the water." After working twelve
years on his invention, Gen. Smith
lived to see it accepted by the mechanical and engineering world,
but he died without any financial
or other reward, even forgotten by
the men who build bridges.
When Adam Thompson took
the first indoor bath of modern
times, he met a united front of
opposition from the press. Medical men declared the bathtub to
be a menace to health. In 1843
one city decided to prohibit bathing between November 1 and
March 15. Boston made bathing
in one of the new-fangled tubs unlawful, except upon direct prescription of a registered physician.
One state placed a tax on bathtubs of $30 a year.
Speaking at St. Louis before the
American College of Surgeons, Dr.
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Charles H. Mayo of Rochester,
Minnesota, spoke on "Medical
Progress." "The first bathtub,
since the Roman ages, was built
in Cincinnati in 1842," Dr. Mayo
said. "In Cincinnati and Pittsburgh-two cities where it was
needed as badly as any place in
the world-the doctors inveighed
against it as a menace. In Philadelphia the authorities taxed the
tubs heavily. Similar sentiments
prevailed elsewhere, and it was
20 years before the bathtub came
into general use.
"We have made progress.
Thank God, we no longer sew our
clothes on.
"We have reached a wonderful
period in the suppression of dis-

ease. The future is wonderful, and
the present is the best ever."
Dr. Mayo referred to the bathtubs of the Roman period. There
are plenty of remains in Europe
and Northern Africa which prove
that the average citizen of that
age was able to enjoy his tub. Not
only that, they had hot and cold
running water. I have seen the
remains of a furnace, a conduit,
and an indoor pool in the ruins of
Constantine's palace overlooking
the Moselle. Recent excavation
has brought to light the same convenience in Roman colonies of interior Africa. It was one of the
products of civilization lost to the
world during the Middle Ages,
and restored only in 1842.

Obligato
I sing not as I would; for, Lord, my song
Is faulty, weak, and cannot half express
My fervent love. The quavering notes are wrong.
My earthbound throat and heart in wild distress
Strive to attain and cannot. Helplessness
Floods o'er my soul. 0 would that I could fling
My melodies in clear and glorious stress
To where with heav nly choirs I might sing
One tiny obligato, perfect for my King!
DoROTHY HoYER ScHARLEMANN

the savants berate Baltimore's
clever scribe to their hearts' content! Is it more important to prove
on the basis of exacting research
that Bach did not repair to a
Bierstube on, let us say, May 16,
1729, to enjoy "a couple of Humpen of Belles" than to convince
the rank and file that the composer of the great Mass in B
Min or was by no means an austere and sour-tempered individual
who
always went about his busiBy WALTER A. HANSEN
ness with a long face and stood
for everything that was stiff and
Some Reactions To Henry L.
boring? As a matter of fact, I beMencken's Divagations On
lieve that if Bach were alive toBach and Beer
day, he would, in his lighter moments, not only try his hand now
and then at jazz but would actually manage to write infinitely better in this form than any other
l\ In the April issue of THE composer of our time. What is
IJ CRESSET, the Pilgrim directed more, his jazz-compositions would,
your attention to Henry L. in all likelihood, be fadeless masMencken's lively divagations on terpieces. If you consider this to be
the subject of Johann Sebastian an unwarranted assumption on
Bach and beer. Realizing that my part, I ask you to give careful
there were obvious exaggerations attention to the mighty Kantor's
in what the astute wag of Balti- secular works. You will discover
more had to say, he suggested that that he frequently made use of
it might be in order for Music and forms and styles that were fashMusic Makers to come forward ionable and popular-"all the
rage," as it were-in his clay.
with an antidote.
Frankly speaking, I have no
There was no trace of hypocrisy
· counteragent to offer, because I in Bach's character. When he
am convinced that there is a great wrote music for the church, his
amount of sublimated acumen in attitude was one of deepfelt reverMr. Mencken's estimate of Bach. ence and sincerity. His knowledge
Let the biographers fume! Let of theology was extensive. One

MUSIC

and
Music Makers
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cannot study his chorale preludes
without realizing that the marvelous compositions are based on a
comprehensive command of the
musical resources available to him,
on almost unparalleled inventiveness, and on the unshakable faith
of a man who walked humbly with
his God. He did not hesitate to
make some of the preludes vividly
picturesque. In Jesus Christus, unser Heiland, for example, he undertook-so able commentators
tell us-to suggest the bearing of
the cross, the cutting strokes of
the scourge, and the joy occasioned by the good news of
Christ's resurrection from the
dead. In Christus, der uns selig
macht, he made use of repeated
notes and pungent discords to focus our attention on the mockery
and the blows endured by Jesus.
In Wachet auf! ruft uns die
Stimme, he employed a dance
melody to give emphasis to the
rejoicing of the virgins as they go
forth to welcome the Bridegroom.

Always Sincere

h Bach was always sincere m
• . his music; but he was never
a dyed-in-the-wool Dr. Dryasdust,
never a killjoy. The fugue of his
colossal Fantasy and Fugue in G
Minm· for the organ is proof positive that he was endowed with a
keen sense of humor. Listen to
the rollicking subject on which the
composition is based. Can you

deny that it is full of fun even
though it is written in a minor
key? Hear the second fugue of the
Well-Tempered Clavichord. Here,
too, you will find merriment in
abundance. Portions of the Brandenburg Concertos, of the matchless partitas for unaccompanied
violin, and of numerous other
works of his in the secular field
will, I believe, convince an unbiased listener that Bach knew the
meaning of the word "fun." It is
preposterous in the extreme to
speak of his music as dry, abstruse,
and unintelligible.
Bear in mind that you need not
know harmony, counterpoint, or
the laws of form in order to enjoy what the Kantor has handed
down to you. His fugues represent
the very acme of technical skill, it
is true; but would you say that
you could not be thrilled to the
quick by an impressively beautiful
cathedral merely because you had
no understanding of the principles
of architecture?
I hasten to add the statement
that my own unbounded admiration of the priceless Bachian legacy induces me to take delight in
crossing swords with some of the
most ardent Bach enthusiasts. I
am referring particularly to those
who declare in season and out of
season that it is a mark of execrable taste to transcribe the great
master's works for the modern
symphony orchestra. Was it a
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heinous offense on the part of Leopold Stokowski, Frederick Stock,
and the late Ottorino Respighi to
give us orchestral versions of the
monumental Passacaglia in C
Minor? Have these eminent musicians done anything to detract
from the glory of the composition?
Have they not succeeded in bringing the masterpiece into the hearts
of many persons who, in all probability, would never have heard it
in its original form?
It is neither sacrilegious nor unwise to use the orchestra and the
art of orchestration as developed
in our time for the purpose of
disseminating some of the priceless treasures bequeathed to us by
masters of days long since gone
by. When transcriptions are made
in a spirit of reverence and with
a careful regard for the requirements of true and honest scholarship, they are helpful and often
inspiring.

An Objection Considered

h
ttl

Some would have us believe
that the practice of arranging
Bach's music for the modern
symphony orchestra is tantamount
to attempts to beautify Shakespeare. Their argument is specious
because the art of writing poetry
has not improved since Shakespeare's days, but the art of instrumentation has moved forward
with seven-mile boots since Bach
was gathered to his fathers. If
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Shakespeare were alive today, he
would-with the exception of some
words and expressions that have
become archaic-write exactly as
he wrote when he walked the
earth. Bach, too, would omit a
number of figures and cliches
characteristic of his age; but he,
the progressive genius, would
surely not look with disdain upon
modern improvements. He would,
I am sure, out-Wagner Wagner in
writing for the orchestra. To contend that it is an outrage to do
what Stokowski, Stock, Respighi,
and others have done is on a par
with saying that the generals of
today who study and admire significant military achievements of
the past should sneer at tanks,
machine-guns, and airplanes merely because great strategists like
Hannibal and Gustavus Adolphus
had remarkable success without
the aid of weapons of this kind.
It is important to hear Bach's
music in its original form as often
as possible. Let us not forget that
the man who wrote the Bmndenburg Concertos was well versed in
many of the secrets of effective
orchestration. But is it wise to
assume an attitude of intolerance
over against able musicians who
give us reverently and capably
made transcriptions of the master's works?
Some time ago, a member of a
Bach Society flew into a tantrum
and lifted up his voice in vigorous
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protest because he had heard a
jazz-orchestra "swing" portions of
the well-known Toccata and
Fugue in D Min or. Did he accomplish anything by his widely
hailed fury? Yes. He gained some
publicity for himself, and, in addition, he directed the attention of
many to Bach. Did the "swinging"
of the masterpiece do any harm?
No. It, too, advertised the fact
that once upon a time there lived
a great composer whose name was
Bach. In all probability, it was

crude and blatant; but Bach's
melodies will survive the ephemeral stunts of our "swingsters"
just as surely as Tchaikovsky, a
composer not nearly so important,
will triumphantly weather the currently
popular
abominations
based on his Fifth Symphony and
on his Romeo and Juliet Overture. The Kantor himself, were he
with us today, would undoubtedly
enjoy clever Alec Templeton's
wholly innocuous Bach Tours Radio City.

Recent Recordings
VAN BEETHOVEN. Symphony
No . 6, in F Major ("Pastoral"),
Opus 68. The Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra under Dmitri
Mitropoulos.-The
distinguished
Greek conductor gives a stirring
reading of Beethoven's beautiful
nature poem. Columbia Album
M-40 1.-Trio No. 4, in C Minor,
for Violin, Viola, and 'Cello, Opus
g, No. 3· The Pasquier Trio.-In
this composition-one of the master's early works-joy is tinged with
melancholy. The performance is
exemplary. Columbia Album M397. Quartet No. 3, in D . Major,
Opus I8, No. 3· The Coolidge
Quartet.-Here, too, the performers enter fully in to the spirit of a
wonderfully wrought masterpiece.
Victor Album M-650.
JoHANN SEBASTIAN BAcH. The Little
Organ Book. Volume One (New
Year's Day, The Feast of the PuriLUDWIG

fication, Passiontide, Easter, The
Ascension). E. Power Biggs, organist.-Sixteen of the marvelous chorale preludes-re-arranged as to order for the purpose of achieving "a
more appropriate timing with the
season of each volume's issuance"
-are played with profound understanding by the eminent organist.
Victor Album M-652.
HowARD HANSON. Symphony No. 2.
("Romantic"). The Eastman-Rochester Symphony Orchestra under
the composer.-A work abounding
in thought and scored with fine
skill. Victor Album M-648.
RoY HARRIS. Symphony No. 3 (19381939). The Boston Symphony Orchestra under Serge Koussevitzky.Another important work from the
pen of one of our country's gifted
and prominent composers. Mr.
Harris wears no man's collar. Victor Album M-651.
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THE LITERARY SCENE
Read not to contradict and confute-nor to believe
and take for granted-but to weigh and consider.
ALL UNSIGNED REVIEWS ARE BY MEMBERS OF THE STAFF

the two writers have considered it
helpful and wise to record how our
country has been affected by the great
upheaval in Europe and how our
government has reacted to the cataclysm. They tell us why President
Roosevelt, Cordell Hull, and other
influential personages in Washington
concluded months before the actual
outbreak of hostilities that "a world
war obviously impended" and why
these statesmen were convinced that
"even our two protecting oceans
could not insulate us from its aftereffects." What the authors have written presents a powerful argument
against the tenets of our out-and-out
isolationists. "Few men," they tell
us, "are more deeply sensible than
the President of the menace to this
country of a world dominated by
triumphant dictatorships." Like Sumner Welles, Mr. Roosevelt is sure that
"neutrals are parties at interest in a
modern war, and particularly in the
post-war settlement."
As we read the graphic account
given by Messrs. Alsop and Kintner,
we find that, in some respects, "the
American policy was ingenious rather
than forthright." In dealing with the
events in Europe, the President was

H istory in the Making
AMERICAN WHITE PAPER. By Joseph Alsop and Robert Kintner.
Simon and Schuster, New York.
1940. 109 pages. $1.00.

''THIS

war," say the wide-awake
authors of the American White
Paper, "is neither a mere conflict of
European imperialism, remote from
the United States, nor a mere jehad
against intolerances and brutalities,
of which we need not fear the invasion. It is a conflict between fundamentally incompatible economic and
political systems, in which we have
sensibly sided with the defenders of
the American economic and political
system. If our side loses, our oceans
will protect us from political aggression, but they cannot ward off economic pressures."
Messrs. Alsop and Kintner are competent journalists. They are on their
toes, so to speak. Seeing that Germany has issued a number of publications in which her champions and
apologists have tried to set forth why
she is waging war and that the Allies,
too, have often proclaimed in print
why they are determined to put an
end to the rampages of Adolf Hitler,
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forced to give much consideration to
the political situation at home. He
and his advisers did not, and, in all
probability, could not, always act
exactly as they would have preferred
to act. To a certain extent, their
measures and statements were Ersatz.
It was necessary to give careful
thought to the fact that opinion as
to the words to be spoken and the
steps to be taken was sharply divided in our land. On the one hand,
there were the dyed-in-the-wool proponents of the strictest isolationism;
on the other hand, there were those
who kept urging the government to
speak out against Hitler with the
utmost vigor and bluntness.
Here is a case in point. Messrs.
Alsop and Kintner believe that if Mr.
Roosevelt had asked for a repeal of
the arms embargo in his message to
Congress in January, 1939, the balance might have been tipped in favor
of peace. But "he dealt largely in
intimations." "Probably he was wise,"
say the authors, "in refusing to precipitate a great national debate;" yet
not many weeks later the die was
cast. Hitler's troops marched into
what remained of Czechoslovakia,
and, as a result, it became clear to
most observers that nothing short of
a miracle could prevent a conflict
on a gigantic scale. The ambitious
dictator of the Third Reich and his
retinue were sure that Congress
would not be induced to repeal the
embargo act.
The American White Paper points
out that "neither the President, nor
Hull, nor the Senate really makes
American foreign policy." In the
final analysis, they tell us, it is the

cables from the other side that perform this function. "Those long,
mimeographed sheets," we read,
"with their heavy, secretive stamps,
too insistently proclaim this country
to be one member only in the community of nations; too grimly suggest that what threatens the community threa tens us. Recent history does
not record a President in office or a
Secretary of State who believed the
United States could safely be indifferent to the fate of the rest of the
world."
since that dark day in the
E VER
autumn of 1938, when Mussolini,
Chamberlain, and Daladier foregathered in Munich to appease the
ranting and threatening Fuhrer of
Germany, Mr. Roosevelt and the
State Department, realizing that the
lights were beginning to go out in
Europe, have tried to prevail upon
Hitler to desist from his carefully
premeditated, punctiliously planned,
and clumsily defended acts of aggression. Naturally, they have been
compelled to adopt the slogan, "No
risks, no commitments!" They have,
we are told, been carrying on a peace
offensive. The wishy-washy policy of
do-nothingism-so dear to the hearts
of the Nazi fifth column now operating in our land-has been taboo; but,
at the same time, there has been a
determined effort to avoid the glaring
mistakes made in similar circumstances by the idealistically inclined
Woodrow Wilson. It is probable that
we do not yet realize to the full how
much the patiently and persistently
plodding Mr. Hull has accomplished
by waving "the economic bait be-
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neath the proper noses."
There is a fascinating account of
the Pan-American Conference held in
Lima, Peru, shortly after Munich.
We read about Mr. Roosevelt's decision to recall Ambassador Hugh L.
Wilson from Berlin because of the
unspeakably brutal measures carried
out by Hitler's hoodlums against the
J ews in the fall of 1938; and it is
helpful, we believe, to learn the real
story behind the sharp rebuke which
Mr. Welles administered to the German charge d'affaires, Hans Thomsen, whom the Wilhelmstrasse instructed to protest against Harold L. Ickes' "blistering anti-Nazi
speeches." The facts in the case of
the widely discussed French air mission are given, and we are told what
Mr. Roosevelt actually said when
writers and speakers throughout the
length and breadth of our country
accused him of declaring that our
frontier is on the Rhine. According
to Messrs. Alsop and Kintner, the
President had stated that "if the
Rhine frontiers are threatened, the
rest of the world is, too. Once they
have fallen before Hitler, the German sphere of action will be unlimited."
Subsequent actions and pronouncements of the Administration with respect to foreign affairs are painstakingly examined and ably reported.
The presentation is always clear and
concise. There is a valuable appendix
containing important messages and
speeches by the President and Mr.
Hull.
The book is filled to the brim with
human interest because it gives us
an insight into the characters and the
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personalities of those men in our
government who occupy key positions
in the present crisis.

Health Under Hitler
HElL HUNGER! By Martin Gumpert.

Alliance Book Corporation, New
York. 1940. 128 pages. $1.75.
HIS is a revealing, devastating
T little
book. The author is Dr.
Martin Gumpert, former head of the
City Clinic for Skin and Venereal
Diseases in Berlin, now exiled and
living in New York City as a practicing physician and surgeon. This book
is by no means run-of-the-mill antiNazi propaganda. Its true value and
significance rest upon the fact that
it is based exclusively upon official
Nazi sources, principally statistics,
which the author allows to speak for
themselves.
Ever since Hitler's advent to power,
Germany has been run on a virtual
war-time basis. But while the Nazi
propagandists boast that this has
welded the German people into a
hardy, vigorous, healthy race-a claim
which they attempt to support on the
basis of their statistics-Dr. Gumpert
coldly analyzes these very statistics
and draws from them the incontrovertible conclusion that they prove
the very opposite. The Nazi regime,
he says, has brought about an alarming deterioration in the health and
general morale of the German people.
This is Dr. Gumpert's damning indictment of health conditions under
Hitler: "Here are the positive
achievements of six years of Nazi
rule: an increased death-rate, a falling birth-rate, a declining fecundity,
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an increase in rickets, the physical
incapacity of the youth, ninety per
cent flat feet, a growing criminality,
an increase in drunkenness, a doubling of mental diseases, an incr:ease
in venereal diseases, a rise in tuberculosis for man and beast, an increase
in epidemics, food poisoning, puerperal fever, an increasing mortality
rate in the hospitals, a piling up of
fatal accidents, a decline in working
capacity, new occupational diseases,
injury by compulsory sports, an increase in female labor, undernourishment, a shortage of vitamins, misery
among the farmer class, the ruin of
science, the decline of military
power."
Although a few of Dr. Gumpert's
chapters may appear somewhat weak,
and although his prejudice against
the regime that drove him and his
class into exile naturally must be
taken into consideration, the mass
of evidence which he marshals is so
impressive that it cannot be disregarded. Here are a few of the numerous examples which he cites to implement his charges of physical deterioration in Germany under the
Nazis: Puerperal fever increased from
5,000 in 1933 to 8,000 in 1936. The
infant death-rate for 1937 was 6.4%,
a rise of 1.5% over the previous year
in the cities. The number of suicides
in 1936 was 21,984, in comparison
with 13,149 in 1923, the year of the
greatest economic and political crisis
in Germany. In 1923 there were
185,237 patients being cared for in
institutions for the mentally sick;
in 1936 there were 346,014. It is a
very suspicious fact that since 1934
there has been no publication of

general figures on venereal disease.
Why not? The number of disabilities
and physical defects among military
recruits increased to an alarming degree in 1936 as compared with 1935;
spinal deformity, bad teeth, deficiency
of eyesight and hearing, flat feetthese are but a few of the symptoms
of physical degeneration which have
been steadily on the increase.
Dr. Gumpert charges that the Nazi
regime has undermined the health
and physical stamina of the German
p eople by restriction of proper diet,
excessive labor demands, unreasonable requirements for public service
duties, lack of proper medical care,
compulsory participa tion in strenuous athletics, exhausting military
training at the expense of sleep,
adequate clothing, and proper food.
And all this in order to exploit every
las t resource of time and money and
strength and energy for the development of the Nazi war machine-the
greed y Moloch whose voracious maw
h as swallowed the inestimably great
sacrifice that Hitler did not scruple
to offer up-the spiritual and mental
and physical resources of the German people.
charges that Naziism
G UMPERT
has emasculated the medical profession in Germany by the elimination
of more than 10,000 Jewish doctors,
and by requisitioning the services of
about 13,000 others for the army. This
leaves only about 25,000 physicians
for the care of the civilian population-a dismal proportion of one doctor to 3,000 persons. Science, he declares, has been utterly ruined under
Nazi domination. Every honest and
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The 500th Anniversary of the invention of printing brings
hooks into the center of attention during this year. The
following examples of beautifully bound books come from
the shops or the Monastery Hill Bindery or Chicago. Their
work has received the highest acclaim throughout· the
world.
The ,ahove illustration shows a Bihle printed in 1790, bound
in Dark Brown Morocco. It is ornamented with solid brass
corners, clasps and center pieces. The other books, printed
in tl)e XVI Century. are hound in vellum and parchment.

The Donors Book of the Chicago Women's Club. It is
bound in mottled Tan and Blue French Levant. The
corners are of solid gold and the center pieces studded with
genuine pearls.

I

The illuminatod title page of the Chicago Women's Club
Donors Rook. It is done on genuine vellum.

The Nihelunge~lied. This is a large folio book bound in
beautiful Terra Colla French Levant. The leather doubleur
is very richly gold toolt;d and inlaid with Light Tan and
nark Brown leather. The fly leaves are of raw silk. This is
considered one of the finest bindings of late years.
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An almost lOst an is practiced by these craftsmen in Foredge Painting. This scene represents Old Chicago and is
painted on the foredge of a History of Chicago.
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Another variety of hooks with decorated · edges. These
gauffered edges must be executed with greatest care and
are reserved for only the most precious books.
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This is a so-called Sol<mder Case made of Tan, Turkey
Morocco leather. It contains Florence Nightingale's presentation copy o( Bunyan·s Pilgri111 's Progress.

The Book of Books was the first complete hook printed
from movable type. This German Bible, illustrated by
Dore, is hound in Dark Red French Levant. The covers are
embellished on the inside and outside with inlaid gold
tooled leather cros.,es. The edges are decorated with pictures of the Saviour, Moses and Saint J>eter. The hook was
bound for the World's Fair in Saint Louis and was awarded
the gold medal.
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forthright scientist who has dared to
refute the absurd Nazi claims on the
basis of cold and unyielding scientific
truth has been branded as a "psychopath" and either sent to a concentration camp or exiled. The result has
been that those scientists who remain
active in Germany are largely sycophants, who have chosen to sacrifice
their professional integrity for the
sake of bread and butter and personal
safety.
The universities are undergoing a
condition of steady decay; intellectual
life is on the decline; statistics show
that attendance at schools of higher
learning has been cut in half since
Hitler came to power. Gumpert traces
this phenomenon to "the hatred of
education which is characteristic of
the ignorant men now ruling Germany." He writes, "The institution
which is the German university took
a thousand years to build up; it has
been destroyed in six." Hard days,
indeed, have befallen the land which
for centuries has taken the lead in
the intellectual and scientific pursuits
of mankind.
But mark this significant fact: In
sharp contrast to the general decline
in the field of higher education, there
has been an amazing increase in the
attendance at the theological seminaries. Whereas, in 1926, there were
but 788 theological students, this
number increased to 2,995 by 1937.
The author, to account for this fact,
states: "In the Third Reich the study
of theology has become one of the
few remaining channels for the expression of an oppositional frame of
mind; theology is the one corner of
academic life which has remained
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relatively unaffected by the Nazi
poison. Hence the increasing tendency to regard registration for this
course in the light of a political
crime." Nazi leaders stigmatize the
study of theology as "useless and
superfluous" and decry the fact that
so many students are choosing "a
profession without any value for
themselves or for the community."
It is precisely in this official attitude
that we discern the germ that will, in
the course of time, eat away the vitals
of Nazi Germany.
Gumpert states in conclusion that
his work is designed to serve a double
purpose: First, "to destroy the legend
of the power-radiating healthfulness
of the Third Reich"; second, to show
that the Nazi system does not produce health, but sickness, and that
it is, in reality, "the unhealthiest and
most unwholesome political system
ever born in the brain of man." That
is a sweeping statement, but the factual data which the author summons
forth in such abundance indicates
that it has some justification.

Merchant Prince
FIVE AND TEN: THE FABULOUS
LIFE OF F. W. WOOLWORTH.
By John K. Winkler. Robert M.
McBride Company, New York.
1940. 256 pages. $3.00.
RANK WOOLWORTH'S life is
the history of a good deal of the
United States in the last seventy-five
years. Just as the dime store has become a symbol of American mercantile life, so the career of Frank Woolworth has become the typical saga of
the shrewd American businessman.

F
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John K. Winkler tells the story of
one of America's merchant princes in
an interesting, rapidly-moving style.
First serialized in the Saturday Evening Post, Five and Ten should enjoy a large sale if for no other reason
than the interest nine out of ten
Americans have in the story of the
development of those familiar redfront stores on Main Street where one
may buy anything from Schiaparellidesigned jewelry to a pretty good
slide rule.
Frank Woolworth was born in
northern New York in 1852, a farmer's son. As a boy he and his brother
had to be satisfied with one pair of
coarse cowhide boots a year. While
never acutely poor, the Woolworth
brothers had to earn their living with
much toil and back-breaking labor.
Young Woolworth was determined to
be a businessman and make money.
His first employment was at Watertown, New York, in the department
store of Augsbury and Moore. He
made himself invaluable to the department store and showed that he
had a special knack for arranging
goods on a display counter so as to
tempt customers into buying. In the
late spring of 1878 occurred a momentous event. Woolworth arranged a
counter over which he posted a large
placard reading: "Any Article On
This Counter Five Cents." The
counter was a huge success.
Here was the turning point in his
business life. He saw a future in
stores which sold goods at no higher
price than a dime. First he established a dime store in Utica, but his
venture was unsuccessful. After considerable debating he tried Lancaster,

Pennsylvania, where he established
the first successful five and ten. So
amazing were his sales that Frank
Woolworth had visions of a chain of
five and ten stores. In a short time
that chain was an actuality. In no
time at all he and his brother were
head of a chain which blanketed the
eastern United States. Later on, at
the turn of the century, Woolworth
invaded the Middle West. By 1917
the Woolworth stores passed the
$107,000,000 mark in annual sales.
HE secret of Woolworth's success
T was
mass-buying and cash payment. He avoided the middleman in
his dealings with a factory. Oftentimes
he would buy directly from Germany
or Japan if American prices were
too high. Everyone who associated
with Frank Woolworth grew rich.
Fellow clerks in his Watertown days
became trusted executives. When he
built his famous skyscraper he had
reached the pinnacle of success.
Thereafter his interest in the business
grew more sporadic.
Clever and shrewd and visionary,
Woolworth's underpaying of his girl
clerks was a national scandal. He
reasoned that their only job was to
stand behind the counter and take
the customer's payment. Hence it
would be ridiculous to pay them high
salaries. Woolworth remained a devout Methodist all his life. Loyal to
friends, fair in trade practices, clever
in determining national dime store
wants, Woolworth is one of the fascinating figures in the history of the
American businessman. True, when
asked upon various occasions to offer
a Lebensphilosophie, he was sadly
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shallow and bromidic. His fortune
did not change him into an intellectual giant. Mr. Winkler tells the
story sympathetically and with a great
deal of humorous understanding.

What Is War Like?
IT WAS LIKE THIS: TWO STORIES
OF THE GREAT WAR. By Hervey Allen. Farrar & Rinehart, New
York and Toronto. 1940. 153
pages. $1.50.

THE author of Anthony Adverse,
who told of his own war experiences in Toward the Flame, here
tells what happened to two other
Americans in France during the
World War. He assures us that what
is related is strictly authentic, except
for the fact that he has deliberately
altered names, dates, places, and the
like, to prevent identification of the
men involved. The purpose of the
stories is to give what answer is possible to the question, "What is war
like?" Hence the title, It was Like
This. But, more specifically, Allen
wants to show how, under the stress
of horror, fear, excitement, and exhaustion, men may develop curious or
monstrous psychological traits which
are seemingly quite out of keeping
with their normal dispositions.
An Introduction prepares the
reader for the stories. "Battle," he is
told, "is an experience of complete
and unmitigated reality. The inner
and outer worlds are fused. In battle
the theater of existence is on fire ....
One sees through, or rather is completely stripped of, all the bandages
laid across the mind, of all the gauze
and lace curtains which civilization
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has spread over nature and human
nature. One sees purely by one's
naked self for an unforgettable moment." At such a time "some latent
impulse is quite likely to grow out
of all proportion and to become a
fixed idea. Quite often, under conditions of stress which battle provides,
the opposite, the suppressed tendencies of a man's nature, emerge." The
two psychological phenomena named
are illustrated in the book.
"Report to Major Roberts," the
longer of the stories, is the account of
the development of a fixed idea. It
tells of a young American lieutenant
who was caught in the greatest barrage of the war when the Germans
crossed the Marne on July 15, 1918.
The French had retired out of the
area where the barrage fell, but, due
to some failure of liaison, the Americans were left behind. A handful of
them, who survived the storm of fire,
harassed the Germans as best they
could and then tried to reach their
own lines through the woods. Under
the stress and fatigue of days and
nights of Indian fighting during that
retreat, the lieutenant became obsessed with the fixed idea that he
must report to his superior officer,
Major Roberts, and finally did report
to him under circumstances which
showed that he had lost contact with
reality.
The central figure of the other
story, "Blood Lust," is a private of
rather limited mentality whose originally gentle and mild nature had
been altered through military training and his war experiences to such
an extent that he committed needless
and horrible brutalities. This story is
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incomparably the more dramatic of
the two, and the more grisly. "Report to Major Roberts" at times drags
its feet, but not "Blood Lust." It
marches straight to its terrible denouements. Hervey Allen, in these
stories, writes as well as usual, and
the psychological evolution of the
characters is plausible. One judges
such things, not by books, but by
acquaintance with one's own inner
processes. Since, however, war is like
this and does such things to men,
every American ought to join Allen
in saying, "It is my hope that the
United States will not again be forced
to armed conflict. It is more than a
hope; it is a prayer."

Americana
THE GOOD OLD DAYS. By David
L. Cohn. Simon and Schuster, New
York. 1940. 597 pages. $3.75.
HERE was a time when people
who were bent on discoveries had
to lift up their heels and sally forth
to far places. It was the only way to
discover anything that suggested itself to them, simple-witted and artless as they were. We are of a more
subtle generation. We know tl1at the
common, familiar things all about us
hold strange and undreamed-of possibilities. Such materials as coal, skim
milk, and sawdust, skilfully manipulated, have yielded us treasures of
beauty and value. How much more
remains to be discovered, we do not
know. It may well be that fine leather
can be made from appleskins, stout
ropes from sea sand, and improved
chewing gum from eartl1worms.
But, for all that, who would ever
get the idea that to study American
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history it would be well to pore over
Sears, Roebuck catalogs? The answer
to that one is: David Cohn. He both
would and he did. This book of his is
"a history of American morals and
manners as seen through the Sears,
Roebuck catalogs, 1905 to the present." When one has somewhat recovered from the bewilderment superinduced by the originality and
boldness of Cohn's conception, one
realizes that his program is not so
far-fetched after all. The Sears, Roebuck catalogs are a national institution; they show what people have
been buying through the years; and
what people buy enables one to infer
many things regarding their level of
culture, their economic state, and
various other matters besides.
"In the catalog's pages," writes the
author, "one finds how men lived,
and what they lived by, for nearly
fifty years. Here are the clothes they
wore; the books they read; the medicines they used; the organs they
played; the songs they sang; the plows
they followed. Here also are the
games that amused them; the furniture that stood in their houses; the
diapers that initiate civilized man
into his lifelong bondage to clothing;
the clocks that tick men's lives away;
and the tombstones that mark the
end. These are the kettles that sang
upon the stove; the rods that took the
trout; the traps that snared the mink;
the seeds that blew as flowers in rural
gardens; the Bibles in which the sorrowful took refuge; the veils worn by
brides; the iron heaters that glowed
red in the parlor. Here, even, are the
pistols that American men not so
long ago wore as casually as their
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handle-bar mustaches."
Not all things, of course, that are
listed in the catalogs are discussed,
but a goodly number of them are, by
groups and classes. There are chapters
on musical instruments, on books, on
clocks, on patent medicines, on cosmetics, on women's hats, on corsets,
on firearms, and so on. The changes
in the selection and presentation of
what Sears offered the customers build
up the picture of a changing America. Isn't there, for example, real history behind the fact that the 1905
catalog devoted 13 pages to the illustration and description of parlor organs, while exactly twenty years later
there was a whole page of ukeleles
and "banjo ukes," but not a word
about organs? "The organ passed quietly from the scene like the last member of a dying species of birds tumbling unseen from the bough of a
tree in a secret forest."
There is abundant evidence in the
catalogs that "with the growth of
leisure the capacity of the people for
self-amusement seems to have diminished." One smiles at the radio sets of
1925 that were guaranteed to bring
in stations all of 600 to 700 miles
away, provided the conditions were
favorable, at the linen automobile
coats of 1910, "with wristlets to keep
the dust out," at rubber collars that
could be licked clean, at autoharps
and crazy corsets (seemingly about to
be readopted by women). A decided
change in moral tone is evidenced by
the fact that "photographs which
would have been too frank even for
The Police Gazette in 1905, in 1935
aroused no comment in the pages of
the catalog."
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Probably no one but a reviewer will
read the pages consecutively from
cover to cover. Future historians, however, should find rich pickings here.
Many illustrations from the catalogs
enliven the reading matter, and Cohn
is at pains to point out the relation
between catalog changes and changes
in American life. There is also a
sketch of the history of the store and
of the development of its methods,
and a selection of curious letters from
its files. The volume, however, is not
a Sears, Roebuck blurb. It does not
hesitate, on occasion, to point out
shortcomings of the concern, such as
its peddling of patent medicines in
earlier years.
Unfortunately the book is sadly
marred by the author's attitude
toward Christianity and toward sexual
purity, both of which he treats with
scorn and contempt.

Pleasant Enough
THE WORLD IS
Kathleen Norris.
and Company,
1940. 324 pages.

LIKE THAT. By
Doubleday, Doran
Inc., New York.
$2.00.

KATHLEEN NORRIS tells the
story in her usual entertaining
way. It is pleasant to read. It requires
no effort of concentration or any particular mental activity. It doesn't
arouse a sense of social consciousness
nor a desire to go out into the world
and grapple with its evils and do
something (what, is never very clear)
about the unfortunates our social system has created. Of course, if the
reader tried, he might make a case
out of the unwise and disgusting use
which these people make of their
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great wealth. Would it not be better
to make it impossible for them to acquire so much unearned wealth? But
the story has no such animus. You
can read it comfortably curled up in
a hammock with a box of chocolates
conveniently near. When you finish,
you will have learnt nothing you did
not already know; you will not have
read a work of art: but, if you are
a woman, you will probably have enjoyed it. It is just this ability to tell
a good story of contemporary life
well that has made Kathleen Norris
such a popular favorite.
The book is described as the biography of Jocelyn Britton, a secretary
in the office of a prominent San Francisco law finn. She is left without parents, and a large family of relatives
across the bay in Sausalito is home
to her whenever she wishes to make it
that. Jocelyn has suddenly recovered
from what she had thought to be love
for a young married artist, Kent Dunham, when Philip Fordyce, a partner
in the law firm, induces her to go to
his home in Burlingame as chaperon
to his difficult sixteen-year-old daughter, Norma. Philip Fordyce is characterized as a gentleman and a leader
of men whose life has been encumbered by his wife, Janet, from whom
he has been divorced and who has
since been married several times, by a
mother who is a bridge fiend, and by
a daughter who is one of the world's
most conspicuous heiresses. Norma is
the poor little rich girl, the child of
divorce, shifted from one parent to
the other, running away from schools
and governesses, and already "bidding
fair to satisfy a sensation-craving public with a diet of steady eccentricities."

The father thinks that Jocelyn's youth
and beauty and kindly good sense
may gain Norma's friendship and respect where varied governesses have
failed.
The Fordyce family is a part of the
very wealthy fast set which lives down
the Peninsula south of San Francisco.
The author draws a satirical picture
of the unhappy and futile lives of
these people. She contrasts their vices
and extravagances with the normal
and happy home life of Jocelyn's relatives, a doctor's family in merely comfortable circumstances with six daughters and one son, who delight in family dinners, new babies, and picnics
in the rain.
This is the pattern upon which the
story is woven. Norma discovers that
she cannot toy with evil and keep her
virtues- the world is like that-and
Jocelyn finds her happiness and love
in honor and sacrifice-the world is
like that, too.
The story is hardly a character
study. Jocelyn is beautiful and charming, perhaps more ideal than real;
Norma and Philip are rather elusive;
and one has only an acquaintance
with the' other characters.... But if
you want a story to while away a few
hours after a busy day, The World Is
L ike That may do.
GEORGINE E. THEISS

Before P To Barnum
0

CHAD HANNA. By Walter D. Edmonds. Little, Brown and Company, Boston. 1940. 548 pages .

.$2.75.
NCE again the magic pen of
Walter D. Edmonds, the author
of Drums Along the Mohawk, has
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whisked us back to the days when
America was very young. The year
is 1836, the locale the canal country
which Mr. Edmonds has portrayed
so magnificently in his Erie Water.
The War of Independence is still a
vivid, burning memory in the minds
of the people, so much so, in fact, that
Fourth of July orations are "properly
hoarse, loudly patriotic, and mostly
concerned with what a low article
the British nation was." The decks of
the canal boats are filled with hopeful, eager immigrants, "staring right
and left as if what they saw looked
strange." Anti-slavery agitation has begun, and the first underground railway for slaves is already in operation.
It is election year, and Democrats and
Federalists alike are hotly debating
the respective vices and virtues of
Andrew Jackson and Martin Van
Buren. The canal country has its first
railroad, a brigade of horsedrawn cars.
There is talk, too, of locomotive engines, but it is generally agreed that
"locomotives won't get nowheres," for
"they have got to have firewood and
they have got to have water boiling
for them every six miles, or they take
cold and have to stop to boil her
up."
interesting aspects of the
T HESE
period serve as a color(ul background for the fascinating story of
Chad Hanna and Huguenine's Great
and Only International Circus. Although Mr. Edmonds tells us in his
acknowledgment that "definite facts
of early circus history are hard to
come by," he has succeeded in giving
us a vivid and beguiling picture of
the Big Top of the 1830's.
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Old Elias Proops, who never worked
because "I got a pension," tells us that
Chad Hanna "just happened." Chad
is an orphan. He himself knows nothing of his parents and nothing of the
time and place of his birth. After
several unhappy years in an orphanage he had been indentured to a
farmer; but at the first possible opportunity he ran away to become a
driver boy on the canal.
Chad soon found out that these
unfortunate boys were completely at
the mercy of brutal boat captains. So
once again he ran away. When our
story opens, he is serving as hostler
at the Yellow Bud Tavern in Canastota. His participation in the escape
of the runaway slave, Henry Prince,
makes it necessary for him to leave
the town. He "joins out" with Huguenine's Great and Only International Circus.
Space does not permit a detailed description of the circus people. They
are a fascinating lot-ambitious Lady
Lillian and her educated horse, Bucephalus; the timid, homesick Pampions, "premier gymnasts"; Sefior
Fiero, the frustrated juggler; sullen,
disappointed Signor Rosello, "equestrian extraordinary"; the lovely Carolina, our Cinderella; clever Ike Wayfish, clown and lion tamer; placid
Bettina, fat lady; and the doomed and
decrepit lion, Oscar. For good measure we have the sadly harassed A. D.
Huguenine himself, erstwhile farmer,
who is stubbornly determined to
"make a go of it"; the enterprising
advance man, Bisbee; the villainous
Burke; and the three roustabouts,
Budlong, Duddy, and Bastock.
In an earlier work Mr. Edmonds
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has told us that in re-creating the
early history of our people his concern is "with life as it was, as you or
I, our mothers or our wives, our
brothers and husbands and uncles
might have experienced it." It is this
method of approach which helps materially to lift his novels far above
the average.
.ANNE HANSEN

Sierra Drama
DON'T YOU CRY FOR ME. By

John Weld. Charles Scribner's
Sons, New York. 1940. 494 pages.

$2.75.
than sixty years ago C. F.
M ORE
McGlashan wrote the History

of the Donner Party. As if to forestall
any attempt (in such a book as Don't
You Cry For Me) at garnishing the
facts with fiction, McGlashan stated in
the Introduction to his account:
"More thrilling than romance, more
terrible than fiction, the sufferings of
the Donner Party form a bold contrast to the joys of pleasure-seekers
who to-day look down upon the lake
from the windows of silver palace cars.
The scenes of horror and despair
which transpired in the snowy Sierra
in the winter of 1846-47, need no exaggeration, no embellishment. . . .
The truth is sufficiently terrible." Nevertheless it is chiefly this tragedy to
which John Weld turns for his story.
Moreover, he has succeeded in making
very real and very vivid the hopes and
dreams, the trials and pains, the frictions and the clashes of a wagon train
of more than four hundred people,
fated to endure together the utmost of
physical anguish and mental anxiety.
Despite occasional anachronisms,
the background of the story is a color-

ful account of the trek of a long train
of covered wagons across the plains
and mountains from Independence,
Missouri, to California. It is this feature of the novel which gives it its
exceptional value and interest. Even
those clett~ils which may seem too horrible to be true and which reveal the
shuddering depths into which hungercrazed men and women can fall, are
all the more shocking because we
know that they are an undeniable
part of the history of the Donner
Party. The author does no violence to
the truth in depicting the horrors
which hunger and despair induced.
Imagination could here hardly outdo
reality.
In the delineations of character,
however, the migrants of 1846 are
sacrificed to the necessities of modern
fiction and the demands of Freud.
We can cry for some of the members
of the Donner Party, but it is not so
easy to cry for most of the characters
which the author has created. This
criticism could possibly be considered
irrelevant if so many of the details
were not So obviously taken from
the history of the Donner Party.
An illicit romance between two migrants, Asa Harper and Nell Lansing,
ties the story together and culminates
happily in California after the death
of Nell's husband in the snow of the
Sierras. Not this romance, however,
nor the characterizations, nor the
subsidiary plots make this novel unusual among the many which have
been written on the theme of the
covered wagon, but rather the masterly descriptions, for example, of the
journey on the Hastings Cut-off, of
the crossing of the salt desert of Utah,
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and of the deepening shadows and
agonies of the party snow-bound in
the Sierras. We shall soon forget the
characters and the plot which the
author has created, but not the description which he has given of one
of the most dramatic incidents of
American history-the tragedy of the
Sierras in the winter of 1846.

D ecaying Flower
SHRINE OF THE SILVER DOLLAR.
By John L. Spivak. Modern Age
Books. New York City. 1940. 180
pages. Price $2.00.
R. SPIVAK'S analysis of Father
Charles Coughlin cannot by
any stretch of the phrase be called
objective history nor, on the other
hand, can his Shrine of the Silver
Dollar be ignored by any student of
the radio preacher's activities. Mr.
Spivak has used several avenues to
obtain his information for this exposure of the radio priest. He has
been at the Shrine of the Little
Flower and has interviewed persons
of Father Coughlin's entourage. Aside
from the financial irregularities
charged by Mr. Spivak, there is many
a sidelight on the Father's activities
that, if based on facts, will hardly
enhance his reputation as a gentleman, a businessman, and a churchman. Detailed conversations are
placed on record which raise strong
doubts regarding the existence of a
relic of the True Cross at the Shrine.
(Large shipments of little crosses
which have "touched a relic of the
True Cross" have been made to subscribers of Social justice.) That there
has been a certain amount of private
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business in the Shrine seems clear
from these chapters. High finance
played its part in the organization of
the publishing concern that gets out
Social Justice. "Dummies" appear on
the facsimiles from Father Coughlin's
files, two girls from the office figuring
as officers and directors. One of these
"held 500,000 ounces of silver for
Father Coughlin when he was orating
'for the poor unemployed' but actually was trying to raise the price of
silver which he had bought on a
10 per cent margin in the market he
was publicly denouncing." (Mr. Spivak figures out that, "every time Silver
Charlie orated and the price of silver
went up one cent, he made $5,000.")
Documents are submitted to show
that "Father Coughlin has collected
money for the Radio League of the
Little Flower with the definite assurance that it is a 'non-political organization' and then used that money to
build a political organization which
he controlled." The activities in the
field of charity, the dealings with Mr.
Ford (whom Coughlin is said to have
aided in splitting the CIO), the antiRoosevelt campaign in Social justice,
and the dissemination of Nazi propaganda, are all traced with many references to documentary data.
"Coughlin, while orating for union
labor on the air, hired non-union
labor to build church and rectory."
There are broad hints that the Nazi
Government is keeping alive his Social Justice magazine, whose deficit of
between $60,000 and $75,000 a year
is "met by somebody." "A man who
supplied bail for persons involved in
a Nazi spy ring suddenly popped up
to bail out one of Coughlin's chief
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defenders." The organization of The
Christian Front is traced to a scheme
of Father Coughlin's, who needed "an
organization to which other pro-Hitler organizations could gravitate."
In all these operations millions of
dollars were involved, which, if Mr.
Spivak has used his sources honestly,
were either obtained from the public
under false pretenses or were supplied
by organizations opposed to union
labor and by Nazi agents.

Stark Tragedy
THE LIGHTS GO DOWN. By Erika
Mann. Translated by Maurice
Samuel.
Illustrated by John
O'Hara Cosgrave II. Farrar & Rinehart, New York and Toronto.
1940. 282 pages. $2.50.
THE very title of Erika Mann's
new novel tells the poignant and
tragic story of the life of the German
people under Hitler. One cannot
read her tale of Nazi Germany without being deeply moved by its forceful and eloquent appeal. She pleads
with us to remember the happier
Germany of yesteryear-a country
whose contributions to the arts and
sciences were truly as the sands of
the sea. Miss Mann firmly believes
that, after Hitler, will come "not
chaos, but order," and with it a German state "which will at last deserve
the honorable name of Republic, and
with which the rest of the world will
be able to live in peace and in the
fruitful exchange of thoughts and
goods." She is convinced that all the
nobler elements of the German spirit
passionately and unconditionally repudiate Nazi unspirituality and that,

sooner or later, these nobler elements must and will unite to shake
off the degrading shackles of Nazi
barbarism. Every page of The Lights
Go Down contains an urgent and insistent warning to free people everywhere-to free and happy people who
are prone to take their freedom and
their happiness too complacently for
granted. We are reminded that it is
the accumulation of countless small
and often seemingly unrelated happenings that brings about social and
moral disintegration.
The Lights Go Down is immediately concerned with the lives of ten
persons. The characters are drawn
from life, and each one is completely
typical of the class he or she represents.
Hannes Schweiger knows himself
to be a thoroughly honest, painstaking, and able business man. He is,
however, unable to show the prescribed annual turnover of 10,000
marks; therefore he is about to be
"combed out." "What shall I turn to
now?" he asks himself. "How am I
going to live? Where will they send
me?" The lights are indeed going
down for Hannes Schweiger.
Alfred Huber, too, finds life difficult. He is a successful manufacturer;
but we hear him cry, "Everything we
learned when we were young and
innocent has been turned upside
down. It's become meaningless."
The classroom of Professor Habermann presents a more heartening
picture. Dr. Habermann is an influential and respected member of the
Nationalist Socialist Party; but he
makes use of his secure position to
teach his loyal and receptive pupils
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that the Nazi precept, "Justice is that
which serves our purpose," may become a merciless boomerang in the
hands of a clever person.
CERIOUS-MINDED young Peter
0 tells his sweetheart, Marie, "No,
we weren't bad, but there are many
who aren't here anymore who weren't
bad, and they weren't insubordinate
or guilty." Nevertheless, "in consequence of an error," these bewildered
children are driven to suicide.
Xaver, the peasant boy, who wants
nothing better of life than the opportunity to be a farmer, spends
weary months in prison because a
government spy discovers that he has
been feeding barley to his chickens.
Franz Deiglmeyer, district super·
visor of the Gestapo, has given years
of faithful service to the Nazis. More
and more he realizes that the utter,
unquestioning obedience dem~nded
of him stands in painful contradiction to everything which, as a man
and a Christian, he owes his conscience. His inner conflict flares into
action when orders for the infamous
pogrom of November 10, 1938, reach
his desk. Franz does not dare to countermand the order openly; but he
does so, in effect, by warning the Jews
to leave the city before the appointed
day. His "treasonable" activities are
inevitably discovered, and this courageous man himself suffers the hard
fate from which he has saved so
many hapless Jews.
Fifty-eight-year-old Frau Murks,
who "looks like a jolly soul," is interested only in her two stalwart
sons and in good black coffee-when
she can get it. For her, too, life
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loses its light and its purpose when
she learns that her adored Max has
been shamefully murdered by the
Gestapo.
Frau Murks' last moments are
made easier by Professor Dr. Scherbach, the "great Scherbach" of international repute. This famous surgeon was not one whit interested in
"life in its totality." Successful, honored, and wealthy, he could afford to
be cynical about the suffering and
the folly of others. But when his personal interests become the targets of
assault, when his beloved science becomes subject to interference from
the state, his false sense of security is
gone. Thoroughly alive to the ills of
the day, he dedicates his great gifts
to the overthrowing of false idols,
to the restoration of light and tolerance.
We read, too, the moving story of
saintly and courageous Pastor Gebhardt. Disgrace, demotion, physical
injury, and imprisonment have left
this frail man unshaken and unafraid. As a symbol of the fallen state
of the church he has extinguished his
own altar candles-not to be re-lighted
until the God of Peace and Love
reigns again in the hearts and minds
of the people.
Hans Gottfried Eberhardt, literary
editor of tl1e Anzeiger, became a
party member because he believed
that the Nazi movement would have
a purifying influence on German literature. He felt himself to be a German, a poet of blood and soil to
whom all the outside world must remain alien. And yet, when we reach
the end of his story, we find him a
refugee to this same alien world. The
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steamship in which he hopes to escape to a new life is torpedoed. He
becomes separated from his family,
and, until he finds them on the
S.S. City of Flint, he believes them
to be dead. On beholding them safe
and sound, his first impulse is to fall
on his knees and offer up thanks to
the God whom he has never before
acknowledged. Stirred to the depths,
he unconsciously repeats the cry of
his small son, Hansi, "We're all here.
We're all here again." For them, the
lights are going up.
ANNE HANSEN

For Leisure Hours
MR. SKEFFINGTON. By Elizabeth.
Doubleday, Doran & Sons, Inc.,

New York, 1940. 330 pages. $2.50.
JI;DY Frances Skeffington awakens
one drab February morning in
her luxurious London menage to face
the horrible realization that within
the month she will be fifty years old.
Fifty! H alf a century (as one of her
catty friends recently put it)l Horrible thought! But there is no escaping it. Fanny is getting, er . . . old
(the very thought of the word makes
her shudder).
In her day Fanny had been the
most ravishing of beauties. Her very
entrance into a crowded room had
caused an insta nt hush to fall over
the entire gathering. Her faintest
smile had brought worshiping males
to grovel a t her feet. Admirers had
swarmed about her, enchanted by her
loveliness, her charm, her wit. It had
been pleasant to be the most exquisite
of women.
But, somehow, things are different

now. It dawns upon her that men no
longer whisper sweet nothings in her
ear; instead, they speak to her about
the European situation. Women no
longer tell her, with mingled awe and
envy, "My dear, you're exquisite!"
Instead, they gush, with just a trace
of pity in their voice, "Darling,
you're a marvell"-which means, Fanny bitterly reflects, "considering your
age, my dear!" Long ago, she recalls,
one of her poetically-minded suitors
h ad prophesied that she need never
dread the prospect of growing old,
for hers would be
"Old age, serene, and calm, and
bright,
And lovely as a Lapland night."
But Fanny does not have the slightest
desire to be a Lapland night; she
simply wants to be the radiant,
devastatingly beautiful Fanny of old.
Worst of all, she keeps seeing Job.
She has been seeing him ever since
her illness last fall. He persists in
sitting across the breakfast-table from
her. He is never there, really, but she
keeps seeing him anyway, and that
makes it all the worse.
Job was Mr. Skeffington. He had
been extremely rich when Fanny married him in the far-away, pre-war
days. She hadn't minded his being a
J ew; the only thing that she had
minded was that he looked so exactly
like a Jew, which, thought Fanny, was
a bit inconsiderate of him. But on no
other score could Fanny possibly accuse him of being inconsiderate; on
the contrary, he h ad been the most
devoted of husbands. That is, until
he began to display a weakness for
typists. After the seventh typist,
Fanny, her patience exhausted, had
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left him. Not, however, before Job,
still her doting slave, had bestowed
a lavish settlement upon her.
Thanks to Job's generosity, Fanny
had enjoyed twenty-two luxurious,
carefree years. Reveling in her freedom, she often wondered why she
had put up with Job as long as she
had. And, of course, there had been no
dearth of ardent swains to make life
interesting. Each of them she had
twisted around her little finger, and
then, when she thought the time ripe,
had dismissed him. Oh, she would
manage to summon forth a few tears
for the parting, but then, she would
purr, one must take such things philosophically.
years of freeAH,domthoseweretwenty-two
delicious, Fanny reflects. Can they really be over? And
why, after all this time, does she keep
seeing Job? Something must be wrong.
So she hies herself to Sir Stilton
Bayles, the famous specialist. Sir Stilton's diagnosis is brutal. Learning
her age, he tells her that he would
have judged her to be older. He tells
her that her romantic days are past.
He tells her that the best way to lay
Job's ghost is to go back to him.
Fanny stalks out of Sir Stilton's
office in high dudgeon and resolves
to prove that he is all wrong, that
she is still the beautiful, captivating
Fanny of yore. And so she makes the
rounds of her former suitors, thinking
that she can still charm them-only
to find them either safely married,
hopelessly changed, or coldly indifferent to her wiles. Each of Fanny's
encounters is in itself an eventful
story. The author never uses her sear-
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ing pen to better effect than in her
remorseless delineation of these superannuated ex-Lotharios and in the
adroit manner in which she makes
Fanny learn to conquer her innate
and overweening vanity and readjust herself to a wise and realistic outlook on life. The ultimate credit
for this goes to-Job, of all people.
For he returns-in the flesh-at last.
He is a different, far different, Job
than the dashing roue of long ago.
The revelation of just how different
he is provides the startling climax of
the novel and unfolds the significance
of his first name. And in this revelation Fanny finds the key to a happy
and satisfying future-after fifty.
"Elizabeth," the author of Mr.
Skeffington, is Countess Russell, sisterin-law of Bertrand Russell, and one of
the most interesting figures on the
contemporary literary scene. Countess
Russell is now an old lady of 74, and
although 42 years have elapsed since
she published her first book, Elizabeth and her German Garden (written when she was living in Pomerania
as the wife of a German Junker),
she has lost none of the scintillating
wit and charming satire that has characterized her previous works.
Mr. Skeffington is anything but
heavy reading. From our resume of
the plot, it is obvious that Mr. Skeffington as a novel will appeal to the
feminine rather than to the masculine reader. It is a skilfully written,
cleverly satirical character study of a
lady in the toils of destiny. It is
witty, suave, devastating. But it is
certainly not great literature. And
its moral tone is rather dubious. If
you want to spend a few leisure hours
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on Mr. Skeffington this summer,
don't say we didn't warn you.

A Briton Speaks
FAILURE OF A MISSION. By Sir
Nevile Henderson. G. P. Putnam's
Sons, New York. 1940. 334 pages.
$3.00.
HO does not remember that
Sir Nevile Henderson, Great
Britain's ambassador to Germany
from April, 1937, to September, 1939,
was frequently spoken of by correspondents and commentators as being
unmistakably pro-Nazi in his leanings? In Failure of a Mission we are
informed that the widely circulated
impression was totally erroneous; but
the shrewd diplomat does not neglect
to tell us that, when he went to Germany, he "was resolved to err, if
anything, on the side of impartiality,
to try to see the good side of the
Nazi regime, if there was one, and to
believe in Hitler's word until he
proved himself by his deeds to be a
perjurer and a breaker of faith."
"Peace," he declares, "was my big objective, and my influence with the
Germans would be nil if I prejudged
the Nazis from the start. In a sense
my role, as I saw it, was to be the
reverse of that of Balaam. I did not
go to Berlin to curse, but, where possible, to bless. That was the background of my beginnings."
Before Sir Nevile set out for the
German capital, he asked the Prime
Minister whether there could be any
objection to his "being slightly indiscreet on first arrival." Neville Chamberlain replied "that a calculated indiscretion was sometimes a very useful
form of diplomacy." As a result, the
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ambassador's determination to commend what he could in Germany and
not to condemn the Nazis "before
they had finally proved themselves incurably vicious"-in other words, his
"calculated indiscretion"-gave rise to
a widespread whispering campaign in
England and to the belief that he
was pro-German.
Sir Nevile, who does not concede
to anyone the right to label him as
anything but pro-British, is convinced
that his "calculated indiscretion" was
a great help to him in his efforts to
maintain peace in Europe. He admits, of course, that his mission was
"a tragic failure"; but those who read
the soberly written account of his activities in Berlin will, in our opinion,
find it difficult to deny that he, like
many other Englishmen (and like
many Germans, for all that), tried
with all his power to prevent the outbreak of the hideous war which is
now taking its terrible toll of blood
and drawing many helpless bystanders into its raging vortex. The author
is a stout defender of the policy pursued by Mr. Chamberlain.
Failure of a Mission does not
breathe the spirit of hate and vindictiveness. It is propaganda, to be sure.
Call it clever propaganda, if you like:
but what book, pamphlet, magazine,
or newspaper published at the present
time in any of the countries now at
war is entirely free from propaganda?
The very air which we breathe these
days is saturated with statements,
opinions, and suspicions concerning
the guilt, the innocence, and the aims
of the nations now locked in a struggle to the death. For this reason, it is
not ·SO important to give emphasis to
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the obvious fact that Failure of a
Mission is written in the interest of
the British cause as it is to note that
the book has a large amount of undeniable value as an historical document both because of what it says and
because of what it does not say.
Even now Sir Nevile does not presume to consign Germany and all
things German to the bottomless pit.
He believes that there are "many
things in the Nazi organization and
social institutions, as distinct from its
rabid nationalism and ideology, which
we (meaning the British) might study
and adapt to our own use with great
profit both to the health and happiness of our own nation and old
democracy." He gives unstinted praise
to the labor camps and declares that
"Germany owes much to the astounding organizing ability of men like
Field Marshal Goring, Dr. Frick, the
Minister of the Interior, Dr. Todt, the
Director of Roads and Construction,
Herr Hierl, the head of the Labor
Service Administration, as well as to
the soldiers, sailors, and airmen who
built up the machine and restored
Germany to her present formidable
position."
"I am ready to believe," says the
author, "that Hitler started by working sincerely for Germany. Later, he
began to confound Germany with
himself; and at the end Adolf Hitler
was, I fancy, the sole consideration."
CUR NEVILE is genuinely fond of

I.."J Goring, although he realizes well
enough that the "typical and brutal
buccaneer" who did a thorough job
in Berlin during the blood purge of
1934 and built up the mighty German
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air force is loyal to the Fuhrer.
Gobbels, he states, is "an able debater
and, in private conversation, astonishingly fair-minded and reasonable";
but when "he was on a public platform or had a pen in his hand, no
gall was too bitter and no lie too
blatant for him." Heinrich Rimmler
is described as "the most enigmatical
and elusive of all the Nazi leaders";
for "the Gestapo," declares Sir Nevile,
"was and is in all its form and in all
its aspects by far the most loathsome
and detestable part of the Nazi regime." In the author's opmwn,
Rimmler is a "more sinister figure"
than Joachim von Ribbentrop; and
one cannot read the book without
gaining the conviction that the ambassador soon came to loathe the ways
of the Foreign Minister, who, as we
are told, "had the fatal defect of always looking for offense, and of having, in consequence, a perpetual 'chip
on his shoulder.'" Whenever Sir Nevile writes about Ribbentrop, he unleashes biting irony. "By 1939," he
says, "Hitler had become so great in
his own esteem that he could afford
to describe his Foreign Minister as
the second Bismarck. He often said
so to others, and no one was surer
that it was so than Ribbentrop himself.''
Concerning Hitler's attitude toward
religion the ambassador from England
tells us that the Fuhrer is "not an
atheist, but merely pro-Hitler and
anti-Christian.''
According to Failure of a Mission,
three factors brought about the great
war which is now raging: first, "the
overweening ambition and ever-growing megalomania of Hitler"; secondly,
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"the self-interested and pernicious advice of Herr von Ribbentrop" and
a "small clique of Nazi veterans and
gangsters"; thirdly, "Rimmler and his
blackshirted S.S. and secret police."
The book gives breathtaking accounts of the fast and furious happenings in Germany during Sir Nevile's
stay-happenings which led eventually
to an ultimatum from Britain and to
a similar document from France. So
far as Hitler was concerned, we are
told that "each stage was the last"
until it had been reached. The average reader will, we believe, realize
more keenly than ever before that
"foreign policy is to a greater extent
governed by geography than anything
else." First Hitler held aloft a banner
on which was emblazoned the word,
SELF-DETERMINATION.
When
this device had served its purpose, it
was discarded, and LEBENSRAUM
took its place. The Fuhrer, we read,
has no ability as an "administrative
leader." "His power over his people"
is described as being "mystical rather
than executive." At Munich, he was
compelled for the first time "to listen
to contrary opinion, and his own
faith in his Voice and his people's
confidence in his judgment were for
the first time shaken."
Sir Nevile believes that the Fi.ihrer
was not bluffing at the time of the
Czech crisis in September, 1938, and
that he was not indulging in idle

threats in August, 1939, shortly before Germany's immense military
might overran Poland. The betrayal
of Czechoslovakia on the part of
Britain and France is justified on the
grounds that England was not prepared to go to war at that time and
that the price was not too high to
pay for world peace.
On August 23, 1939, the British ambassador went to Berchtesgaden to
confer with Hitler regarding the recently concluded Russo-German pact.
When he reminded the Fuhrer of
Germany's previous attitude toward
the Soviets and expressed the fear
tlut Stalin's friendship might easily
prove to be more formidable than his
enmity, the dictator "was for a moment confused and taken aback." His
retort was that Britain had driven
him into Russia's arms. "It was," says
Sir Nevile, "the answer of a man who
was seeking to excuse himself," because, as the author of Failure of a
Mission confidently believes, "Hitler
never intended the ultimate end to be
other than war."
Although the book is as fascinating
as it is significant, we must bear in
mind that the author has, of necessity, left many things unsaid. We
should like to know what Sir Nevile
was instructed to tell Hitler at the
time of the Anschluss; but there is
no revelation of the statement in
Failure of a Mission.

+
Self-deception
"Self-deception, especially if it is self-serving, is one
of the easiest of arts."-FRED RoDELL.
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Alaska, and are ready for the same
adventures their ancestors had when
they crossed the plains in covered
wagons. They get the adventure, and
they find a home in Alaska. The novel
is not very heavy on character portrayal, although Pirate Kelly is as
low-down a villain as we've encountered in a long time. Readers of the
novel will suddenly develop a yearning for adventure on the Pacific Coast.

GANG RULE IN NEW YORK

BY

THE

By Craig Thompson and Allen
Raymond. The Dial Press, New
York. 1940. 406 pages. $3.50.
THIS . is a cross-section of an important part of life in America.
Its value lies not only in the story itsel£, but in its carefully documented
examination of the dark links between politics, the courts, and gangsters. Strange things are constantly
happening in our great American
cities, especially in New York and
Chicago. This book offers a glimpse
of the hidden corners of metropolitan life. In it are the stories of Hines,
Dewey, Dutch Schultz, Legs Diamond,
the fabulous Rothstein, and a host
of lesser lights. Its permanent value
is marred only by a style which is
slipshod in spots. Good Americana.

EDITORS

A brief glance at recent books-

WILD GEESE CALLING
By Stewart Edward White. Doubleday, Doran & Co., New York.
1940. 577 pages. $2.50.
ERE is a yarn of high adventure
in the Washington lumber country and in the fishing industry of
Alaska. John Murdock, quickest man
on the draw ever seen in Klakan,
Alaska, marries Sally, the pretty school
teacher. John and Sally try to settle
down in Seattle, where John has a
good job in the lumber mill. But the
pioneering instinct is strong in both
John and Sally. When they meet Len
and hear his tales about the wide
open spaces of Alaska, they buy a
boat, head out of Puget Sound toward

H

SIEGE
By Julien Bryan. Doubleday,
Doran & Co., New York. 1940. 61
pages plus 48 illustrations. $2.75.
y CURIOUS chance, Julien Bryan, famous photographer and
lecturer, was in Warsaw on September 4, 1939. In this terrible volume he
tells the story of what he saw, both in
words and pictures. Here is war as it

B
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really is, not in terms of parliaments
and headlines, but in terms of the
individual human being. Dead bodies
in fields warm with the September
sun-babies born under fire-prayers
and tears-a six-year-old sitting in
ruins (the picture bears the title
"Lebensraum"). The book includes
Bryan's famous picture of a weeping
child who had just seen her sister
killed. A terrifying panorama of the
stupidity and evil in man's heart.
This is man's inhumanity to man
immortalized for posterity.

WHAT ·G ERMANY FORGOT
By James T. Shotwell. The Macmillan Company, New York.
1940. 152 pages. $1.50.
HIS book is not, as one might
T suspect from its title, an emotional outburst against Germany and
its Fuehrer. It is rather an objective
study of the effects which war has
specifically upon the economic life of
man. The author is Bryce Pro(essor
of the History of International Relations in Columbia University and
Director of the Division of Economics and History of the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace.
He shows in simple language how
war "affects all nations, neutral as
well as belligerent, through the economic displacement which it creates
and how that displacement in turn
affects credit throughout the world
not only at the time, but for years to
come." Anyone who wants to understand why the German republic
failed; how Hitler was made possible; what blame for the present war
attaches to the Versailles Peace

Treaty; and how hopeless war is as a
solution of international difficultieswill find care(ully reasoned answers
within the brief compass of this book.
The Christian reader will, of
course, realize that war, upon whose
shoulders the author places the blame
for so many social maladjustments, is
but a symptom of that deeper evil
in man which is sin. Because of this,
the real answer to humanity's difficulties, whether they be of a political
or economic nature, will not be found
in any scheme the human mind can
devise, but only in tl1e transforming
grace of God, which substitutes love
for hatred and unselfishness for
avarice and greed.

THE AMERICAN STAKES
By John Chamberlain. Carrick
& Evans, New York. 1940. 320

pages. $2.75.
THOSE who undertake to write
books on the subject of political
economy often defeat their purposes
by presenting their thoughts and
conclusions in a manner so dry and
so wooden that the average reader is
frightened, discouraged, and antagonized before absorbing even the first
chapter. Mr. Chamberlain, however,
knows how to state his case with
admirable fluency and clarity. If you
want to increase your knowledge of
the state and its various workings and
manifestations, parties and partygovernment, the New Deal, monopolies, co-operative movements, foreign
policy, and a host of related matters,
you will find frank, interesting, and
thought-provoking discussions in The
American Stakes.
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The
MAY
Magazines
Each month THE CRESSET
presents a check list of important articles in leading
magazines which will be of
interest to our readers.

the middle of the last century, the
Irish flooded in; "under the mandate of their church, they multiplied"; under James Michael Curley they gained political control;
since then graft, corruption, and
waste have been rampant; now
Boston is in a serious plight.
There is some hope that the present Mayor, Tobin, leader of the
young Irish, may bring about improvement in the situation.

Keep Your Head, America
By

J.

DoNOVAN

The author, wartime commander of the "Fighting SixtyNinth" Infantry, calls on Americans to make up their minds on
the issue of neutrality "now, while
heads are clear, while emotions
are still in check, and while our
minds are not subject to the urgency and pressure from abroad
that is bound to come." For one
thing, we certainly can keep out
if we want to. Furthermore, "we
do Britain and France no injustice
in remembering that their own
bungling, following the last war,
was largely responsible for the
dangerous position in which they
find themselves now. Essentially,
they are not fighting for democracy, but for survival as great
powers." But would not their defeat lay us open to attack? With
proper preparedness on our part,
"neither Hitler nor any conceivable combination of powers could

Forum
Poor Old Boston
By

WILLIAM

ROBERT R . MULLEN

Boston, though everything is
available for making her one of
the most progressive and best governed cities in the country, has
today the highest taxes of any
comparable city in the whole U.S.
"Boston's assessments are in a
muddle; her budget is a mess; her
real estate is imperiled; her population is stationary." Why is Boston in such a bad way? The answer is the same as in so many
other misgoverned American cities: the Irish have been running
it. "In the Boston of Holmes and
Emerson the level of municipal
morality was high." Then, about
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successfully land an army in either
North or South America." Why,
then, should we saddle ourselves
with gigantic new debts, sacrifice
the lives of uncounted numbers of
our young men, and risk drifting
into a dictatorship over here? Can
one "imagine a more foolish state
of mind for our government or
any of its citizens than the thought
of putting out Europe's fire by
jumping into the middle of it?"

Storm Warning in Puerto Rico
By STIRLING THOMPSON
Puerto Rico, so important to us
in our relations with our SpanishAmerican neighbors and for defense of the Panama Canal, has
little reason to be happy that we
took over the island. American
capitalists and American sweatshop operators are enriching
themselves, but the lot of most of
the 1,800,000 Puerto Ricans is becoming harder and harder. Dissatisfaction is growing, and Puerto
Rico is being effectively used by
our enemies as a warning example
of the workings of "democracy."
Solution of the Puerto Rican
problem is long overdue.

Fortune
Fortune Survey
The May Survey indicates that
public opinion is against a third
term for Roosevelt by a margin of

about 8 per cent, but that he still
is more popular than any other
single candidate. The choice offered, on the first point, and the
voting are as follows: Roosevelt's
re-election for a third term is essential-11.6 per cent; R. may
have made mistakes, but there is
no one else can do so much good
in the next four years-29.6 (this
making 41.2 for re-election); R.
did many things that needed doing, but most of his usefulness is
now over-28.3; about the worst
thing that could happen to the
U.S. is another R. administration
-20.8 (49.1 against re-election) ;
don't know-9.7.-In reply to the
question, Who is your choice for
our next president? the leaders are
-Democrats: Roosevelt, 35.8; Garner, 5.6; Hull, 4.5. Republicans:
Dewey, 14.9; Taft, 5.8; Vandenberg, 5.3. The total vote is divided: Democratic, 54.4; Republican, 37.8; don't know, 7.8. This
seems to indicate that the Republicans, if they are to win, must
gain considerable ground.-On
things which are desired of the
next administration, the vote is
(Yes and No) : Keep us out of war,
unless we are attacked, no matter
what happens abroad, 85.6 and
9.1; balance the budget, 76.2 and
9; have the government regulate
labor unions, 58.9 and 20.8 (factory laborers' vote, 66.7 and 25);
continue making reciprocal trade
agreements, 55.6 and 12.4.
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Business-and-Government
The "fourth branch" of government, which has been building up
in the U.S. in addition to the three
constitutional branches, represents
a serious danger to our democracy.
This "fourth branch" consists of
the numerous commissions and
agencies to whom Congress has
delegated discretionary powers of
vague and uncertain extent, without providing for any continuous
check or control over the exercise
of those powers. The first agency
of this kind was the Interstate
Commerce Commission, established in 1887; others were gradually added; under the New Deal
they sprang up in clusters, until
now there are about 60 such bodies. The RFC, though not a commission, may serve as an illustration of how the vast powers in the
hands of such agencies could be
abused. The wrong man at the
head of the RFC could use his
power: (a) to help friends in difficulty; (b) to gain control of a
company by placing his own men
in it; (c) to keep a defunct company operating so as to keep his
proteges in jobs; (d) to gain local
favor or power for political purposes; (e) to throw government
business in the direction of a borrower; (f) to profit through outright graft or through foreknowledge of the effects of a loan. Fortunately Jesse Jones, head of the
RFC since 1933, is above suspicion
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on any of these counts. But some
successor of his may not be. Commissions and agencies of this kind
are necessary, but in the interest
of the national welfare they must
be kept under supervision and
control. That can probably be best
effected by periodically bringing
them up for revision by Congress
and by giving full publicity to
their activities.

Scribner's
Commentator
Radio : T he Fourth Front
By

CHARLES

J.

Row

The United States has become
another of Europe's battlegrounds.
For twenty-four hours a day we
are being bombarded by means of
the air waves with propaganda.
Each belligerent nation is doing
its utmost to sway American public opinion its way. The British
Broadcasting Corporation, in
characteristically British fashion,
sends out fourteen news programs
in English daily. This is the British approach: "We ask you Americans to believe us when we say
that this war is a struggle between
Right and Wrong, between Light
and Darkness."
The German radio has six stations broadcasting twelve hours
daily over the North American
frequencies. The German tech-
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nique: "England, the richest country with the poorest population, is
fighting Germany, the poorest
country with the happiest people." "We did not want this war,
and we did not want to go to war
against Poland. This war is of
Jewish origin."
The French Paris Mondial station is a poor echo of the BBC.
French hate shows itself in such
outbursts: "Rape under every
form is part of the National Socialist regime."
Radio Roma broadcasts for
American consumption every evening for two hours. It calls for a
crusade against the "Soviet Sewer
Rats." It beats the drum for Italy's
expansion need, "which is derived
from her vigor, her fecundity, and
her high moral sense." It describes
Italy's happiness under "The
watchful leadership of II Duce."
Radio Center, Moscow, comes
on in the early evening hours. Its
broadcasts begin with the battlecry: "Workers of all lands, unite!"
Meanwhile Berlin says: "We tell
you the truth about England."
London claims to "withhold nothing." Rome intimates that they're
both lying. Rome is right. But
Rome lies with the best of them.
That goes for Paris and Moscow.
Nevertheless, lies do shape the
course of events. And today's lies
on the short-wave are playing
their part in making the history
of tomorrow.

The Atlantic Month! y
Pilgrim's Way
By

JOHN BucHAN

John Buchan, late GovernorGeneral of Canada, and one of the
most popular British Proconsuls,
begins this posthumous autobiography in this issue of the Atlantic
with an account of his classical
education in Scotland. This installment also contains a portrait
of his father, a devout Scotch parson, and a deeply touching study
of his mother. Recommended
reading to all who disparage the
study of Latin and Greek in high
school and college.

Education for a Classless
Society
By

JAMES BRYANT CoNANT

The president of Harvard University discusses the three fundamentals of the Jeffersonian tradition: freedom of mind, social mobility through education, and universal schooling in relation to education in the United States. President Conant shows how a high
degree of social mobility has always been the essence of the American ideal of a classless society. If
America is to retain that ideal in
its living tradition, then it is
highly necessary that every young
American be given an equal opportunity to obtain a higher edu-
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cation. "If large numbers of young
people can develop their own capacities irrespective of the economic status of their parents, then
social mobility is high." Originally
delivered as the Charter Day Address at the University of California, this article is an admirable
summary of the many problems
present in American education.

The Case History of Wheat
By Buss

lSELY

That the sickest man on the
American scene is agriculture no
one will dispute. Farm relief expenditures have grown from
$84,000,000 in 1933 to $1,205,000,000 in 1939. Despite the frantic efforts of the Department of
Agriculture to limit the wheat
acreage, American farmers have
put in an ever larger number of
acres every year. In 1938 eighty
million acres of wheat were seeded
and seventy million were harvested. In 1939 farmers seeded
eighty-five million acres but harvested only fifty-five million acres.
Mr. Isely maintains that this is
an unhealthy situation which will
end in the complete ruination of
the American farmer. Withdraw
subsidy payments to the farmer,
and the result will be a healthy
agriculture. There are many flaws
in the article.
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Harper's
An Australian-American Axis
By c. HARTLEY GRATTAN
The sudden decision of Australia and America to exchange
Ministers is an indication of the
necessity which is mutually felt
for a closer relationship and cooperation in the affairs of the Pacific. The author traces the development of events which have
united the interests of the two
countries and made a co-ordination of policy desirable. The article is an informative discussion
of international maneuvering in
the Pacific.

Should W e Buy Greenland?
By

EARL

P.

HANSON

The strategic importance of
Greenland was recognized by our
government as early as 1867. The
development of the airplane
makes it necessary, according to
our military experts, to prevent
the possibility of a hostile airbase
within one thousand miles of our
continent. Greenland must be
considered within the boundaries
covered by the Monroe Doctrine.
The value of Greenland as an airbase for the defense of our continent should urge our government "to buy while the buying is
good."

to no avail. The only thing that
finally enables him to win her over
as his free-for-all with two desperadoes, in which he comes out on
top-but only with the help of
Carmichael, the polar bear. The
movie includes the entire cast of
the Benny radio show, with the
exception of Mary Livingston.
Frankly, we would rather hear
them than see them. The musical
score is worse than mediocre. The
second-best performer in the
picture: Rochester, Benny's colored valet. The best performer:
Carmichael, the polar bear.

THE

MOTION
PICTURE

STAR DUST (20th Century-Fox)
For a story about Hollywood,
this is surprisingly unobjectionable. It is light entertainmentvery light-but then it does not
pretend to make movie history.
The story is about two embryo
movie stars (Linda Darnell and
John Payne) who come to Hollywood under the benevolent sponsorship of a talent scout with a
heart of gold (Roland Young).
Just when things look blackest,
Linda gets a break, thanks to a
master-stroke on the part of the
studio dramatic coach (the inimitable Charlotte Greenwood). We
do not believe that Star Dust
will contaminate anyone's morals.

examines samples of
Hollywood offerings.
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BUCK BENNY RIDES AGAIN
(Paramount)
Jack Benny currently rates as
America's top-notch radio comedian. After seeing his latest picture, we are inclined to advise
him to confine his comedy to the
air waves if he wants to keep his
popularity. We expected to see
something howlingly funny, but
we were sadly let down. Moreover,
several scenes are in questionable
taste.
The plot involves Benny in a
complicated situation as a phony
Nevada rancher trying to impress
the heroine with his prowess, but

IT'S A DATE (Universal)
In spite of the fact that the
charming and highly publicized
64
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Deanna Durbin has much-very
much, in truth-to learn before it
will be fair to refer to her as a
singer of genuine distinction, It's
A Date is an unusually interesting
bit of entertainment. We all know,
of course, that in recent months
there has been a marked tendency
to weaken the effectiveness of some
of the most popular films by placing undue emphasis on tawdriness
and vulgarity and by going as far
in the direction of the risque as
the censorship will permit. It's A
Date is flatulent and commonplace
in spots; yet, on the whole, it is
far above the average.

DR. KILDARE'S STRANGE
CASE (M-G-M)
Lionel Barrymore huffs and
puffs through another one of his
medical pictures. We were profoundly bored. Possibly a fair
Class B picture to be run in a
theater featuring triple features.
JOHNNY APOLLO (20th Centt~ry-Fox)

The story of a gangster with a
college education and something
of an accent. Tyrone Power does a
Jesse James in plain clothes in
New York. La Lamour seemed
sadly miscast. A fairish gangster
picture, but hardly to be recommended as family fare.
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DR. CYCLOPS (Paramount)
Despite some excellent trick
photography in technicolor, this
movie is a rehash of all the old
stories about mad scientists and
innocent lovers. Pretty cheap
stuff. Not for children.
SEVENTEEN (Paramount)
A vague attempt on the part of
the movie industry to bring a good
bit of humor down to the modern
level of jazzed-up slang. It misses.
Spotty. Some drinking scenes. The
little sister nearly steals the show.
IRENE (R.K.O.)
This is a pleasant little fantasy
about a shop-girl who suddenly
finds herself catapulted into the
society of the "400" by a combination of unusual circumstances.
Anna Neagle, whom we have been
accustomed to see in the guise of
Queen Victoria, proves equally effective in the role of gay and
youthful "Irene." Ray Milland,
Roland Young, May Robson and
Billie Burke contribute their share
to the entertainment. An unusual
feature is the sudden change to
technicolor in the middle of the
picture. The lovely theme song,
"Alice Blue Gown," is butchered
toward the end by a group of
Harlem swingsters.

life. To my knowledge swearing is
never frowned upon by the Mormon
church and is just as common among
the church leaders as it is among the
rank and file. One of the late "Apostles" of the church was known as the
"Swearing Apostle." The sermons of
Brigham Young are punctuated with
oaths and abusive language. No doubt
you were misled by the supposition
that the piety of speech which characterized other religious pioneers would
also be found among the Mormons.
But unfortunately that was not the
case.
This item is simply for the information of the reviewer, who may investigate early Mormon writings to verify
it if he wishes. It is prompted by the
feeling of disgust with which the
writer has heard even women and
children, here in Utah as nowhere
else, use language that most men
would only utter softly among diemselves. Vulgarity is a characteristic of
the Mormon people that has surprised many a newcomer to this region. The review of Children of God
in THE CRESSET simply gave the Mormons too much credit.
May I append the remark that your
reviews of books and motion pictures
are a very valuable part of the service
your magazine has rendered.

LETTERS
to the

EDITOR
Mormon Language
SIR:
Perhaps this is a rather late date
to be writing a criticism of a book
review which was printed in the January issue of THE CRESSET. But only
recently I read the novel, Children of
God, by Vardis Fisher, and then reread your review to see how it would
correspond with my impressions of
the book. I won't bother you with
differences of opinion as to the merit
of the work. Your summary of the
story and your criticisms were, as
usual, excellent. But when you state,
"It is certain that none of those pioneers used the foul and abusive language Vardis Fisher places in the
mouths of his Mormons," you fall
into an error that is only natural
with a lack of familiarity with the
Mormon people and Mormon writings. Anyone who has lived in Utah
or among Mormon people for any
length of time or who has read some
of the "Journal of Discourses," containing sermons by the early Mormon
leaders, will know that the language
used by Vardis Fisher is very true to

PAUL

G.

HANSEN

Ogden, Utah

From the Pew
SIR:
"A Pastor Looks at Life" by "O ne
of Them" has been read with keen
interest by one in a pew. Would it
perhaps warm the cockles of a heart
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just a wee bit to read a few reactions
of such a one?
In just a few pages one becomes
strongly aware of an endearing transition from blissful boyhood to a more
involved and mature man's estate,
surmounted by a clear consciousness,
understanding, and love of a true
shepherd toward his flock.
After reading for the first time his
objection to the Hollywoodian conception of God's Ambassador, one
wants to laugh and say, "Sooooo what
-they know not what they do." However, as one continues to read the
wealth of rich material that follows,
one begins to understand, in a measure at least. Here indeed is a far cry
from the "conception" so humorously
described. No, he need have no fear
of ever being confused with it. To
"suffer under it" seems ironical. After
all is said and done, which is more
important, what Hollywood and the
world think of me, or what God and
His saints think of me? On the other
hand, if "One of Them" can be a
moving spirit to remedy the situation,
so much the better, and more power
to him!
The reader continues-thoughtfully. The last sentence has been digested-and one reflects. . . . Truly,
here is one of them-a mere man,
with all the frailties of the human
race. One who surely has tasted of
life's trials, temptations, and disappointments. But now he sees "through
the eyes of God," is joyfully conscious
of his glorious company, and so vigorously continues the good fight, and
when necessary just as soothingly
strikes the comforting note of peace.
... Another brightly burning candle

in a dark world! Surely God marches
on-His soldiers march on-"Life ...
it's glorious," yes, and victorious!
And one in a pew breathes a
prayer\ and refreshed-continues.
ONE OF THE LAITY

Long Island City, N.Y.

What Is Poetry?
SIR:
I can't seem to recall any modern
poet remarking on the beauty ·of a
cow's eyes. I wish you would tell me
where to find this ode to the bovine
orb. It might be interesting to see
how well written the poem is. Though
I, personally, don't think a cow's eyes
are very pretty, and would never be
inspired by them to write verse, I
would not condemn anyone else for
his own opinion, no matter how expressed.
Also, I would like to know what
you mean by "modern poetry." Modern poets, that is, poets who have
written during the twentieth century,
have not been restricted to any particular style. If it's the absence of
rhyme that irritates you, think of
Shakespeare. Don't you like what he
wrote? Or, maybe you don't like the
subtle meter employed by some of tl1e
"modern poets."
The idea is to get away from tiresome sing-song; to convey, through
combinations of words, chosen for
sound and fitness, and sympathetic
rhythm, the essence of a feeling. A
man can't, by merely describing a
"moonlit night," or a "wooded glade,"
bring an emotional response. No human mind can reproduce the Lord's
work through any medium; all we
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can hope to do is to describe, through
sound, what we have felt.
I have taken the liberty to use one
of Miss Lange's lovely odes as an
example.
To a Nightingale
Do you know what you are?
Do you know your own identity,
Singing in a cypress grove to a star?
You are the voice of beauty.
OL, why, then do you break your heart,
Dreaming to be an eagle
And cleaving the morning mists apart?
Leave the eagles to their heights,
But you . . . give us song down the
nights!
Suppose Miss :{..ange had written it
like this:
I heard a singing nightingale
Within a cypress grove,
And as I heard him singing
It seemed to me he strove
To be a mighty eagle
A-soaring through the dawn.
"Oh nightingale," I whispered,
"Oh nightingale, sing on.
You may not be an eagle
Flying above so high,
But eagles cannot sing like you
No matter how they try."
I hope Miss Lange will not hate
me for butchering her poem. It was
difficult for me even to twist it into
this exaggerated example of stilted,
trite sing-song, because she has
worded it so easily and naturally.
I am not condemning rhyme, Mr.
Nalgrid, any more than you should
condemn poets who do not use it;
but the absence of it often adds to
the effect of a poem.
E. A. Robinson wrote his Tristram
like this:
" ... Down through the gloom
He gazed at nothing, save a moving blur

Where foamed eternally on Cornish
rocks
The moan of Cornish water; and he
asked
With a malignant voice of envy,
How many scarred, cold things that once
had laughed
And loved and wept and sung and had
been men,
Might have been knocked and washed
indifferently
On that cold shore .... "
You honestly don't miss the rhyme,
do you? You wouldn't miss the measured placement of the lines either. If
it were printed as prose~ it would
still be poetry.
Just look a bit more deeply into
these "modern poems" that you see
fit to ridicule. Try not to form opinions while your mind is closed; and
if, perhaps, the fact is that you are
annoyed at your inability to understand these poems, don't take it out
on the poets; read this emotional
calmer-downer of Robinson's and
you'll feel better.
Octaves-No. I
We thrill too strangely at the master's
touch;
We shrink too sadly from the larger self
Which for its own completeness agitates
And undetermines us; we do not feelWe dare not feel it yet-the splendid
shame
Of uncreated failure; we forget,
The while we groan, that God's accomplishment
Is always and unfailingly at hand.
R. STEGER

St. Louis, Missouri
SrR:
Try as you may, you can't please
everybody. Was I surprised over a
letter in the April CRESSET? Just the
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poetry I delight in someone else ridicules! Perhaps I am the one who is
crazy on the wrong subjects. I suppose
I won't see a bit of verse now for
about six months-just to keep peace.
FLORENCE KOCH
Cleveland, Ohio
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novels and presented just estimates. I
only ask more awareness.
G. G. LETHBRIDGE
Los Angeles, California

Wives
SIR:

He Disagrees
SIR:
A recent illness and slow recovery
gave me the opportunity to catch up
in my reading of contemporary
novels. A kind friend gave me a
bundle of novels as well as a baker's
dozen of copies of THE CRESSET. I
read, for example, W . Somerset
Maugham's Christmas Holiday, which
I found highly interesting and disturbing. I compared my reaction
with your critic's review and found
myself in profound disagreement.
Your reviewer condemned the novel
as being immoral, whereas as a matter of fact Christmas Holiday is a
disturbing portrait of the death of a
great nation. I am at a loss to determine what such a reviewer's critical
standards may be. Obviously he condemns Othello and all of Fielding's
novels. The other novel I read which
I felt you treated slightingly was
John Dos Passos' Adventures of a
Young Man. Here was a remarkable
study of the growing disillusionment
of American intellectuals with Communism. Your review seemingly
missed the significance of the novel,
which heralded the signing of a German-Russian pact many months in
advance of news reports.
On the other hand, you have adequately treated some of the current

I

I agree heartily with your opinions
on the farmer's wife in the April issue, but it seems to me you have
opened a much broader topic-the
importance of wives in general. I feel
sure that many wives commented
mentally at the close of your article,
"How about the minister's wife?"
"How about the teacher's wife?"
"What about the merchant's wife?"
and so forth.
I, for one, wondered, "How about
the doctor's wife?" She is the only
one to whose ears medical ethics will
permit him to reveal any of his professional secrets; so, she must seal all
the things she learns behind a bland,
innocent-looking face. She must be
wary enough to ward off the pointed
comments and questions of curious
gossips in every circle with which she
comes in contact. In order to cooperate thoroughly in her husband's
work, she must know practically
everything, yet she must know nothing.
Her shoulders must be broad
enough to bear the emotions and
worries of a harried and disgruntled
husband who dares to show only an
optimistic attitude everywhere outside of his own home. When the doctor is like a bear with a sore paw because he is heartsick over a deperately ill patient and physically and emotionally exhausted from long hours
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of watching and worry, she must remain serene and keep a firm hand on
the wheel until the vigilance relaxes.
She must attempt to maintain a
well-ordered household and provide
sustaining balanced meals for a man
whose profession will permit him no
schedule or routine. She must bear
with rude and inconsiderate or hysterical patients barging into her home
in the midst of meals and social
activities. She must answer the telephone at any hour of the night without losing her disposition (but I almost did one night when one family
got me out of bed four times in
twenty minutes in the neighborhood
of 3 A.M.).
She must be broad-minded enough
and trusting enough to smile through
the time when neurotic women develop "crushes" on the doctor, as one
is bound to do by the law of averages
at least once or twice a year, and
shower her husband with their attentions and gifts. The devices they use
would fill a book and astonish most
of your readers.
She must be stoic enough not to
have aches and pains of her own, for
a doctor's family is like the shoemaker's child, and wise enough to
choose the right pill for herself when
she does develop an ailment.
She must be good sport enough to
"stag" a party her heart has been set
on attending for months because her
husband is out delivering Mrs.
Blank's baby-yes, even her own wedding anniversary party executed at
great trouble and expense.
The deepest and most trying ordeal
either of us have had to experience
was to see one of our own children

die, while my husband stood byhelpless-beside three specialists who
could not help her, knowing that he
has saved the lives of more babies
than any one other man in our town.
In spite of all this, I should not
want my husband to engage in any
other work. I sincerely believe that
he has a divinely bestowed talent, and
I am proud to be an instrument in
helping him carry on the splendid
work he does, and I imagine many
of your women readers, if they would
express themselves, would write similar accounts of their marriages to men
in other lines of endeavor.
A CONSTANT READER
Mattoon, Illinois

Congress Replies
SIR:

In a recent issue of THE CRESSET
I noticed a statement by the late
Thomas Reed, which read something
like this, "Whenever a Congressman
speaks, something is always subtracted from the sum total of human
knowledge." I believe I should like
to add a sort of editor's note reading,
"What a sad commentary on the constituency which sends that type of
Congressman to Congress."
JoHN WM. BoEHNE, JR.
Washington, D.C.

Back to Laughter
SIR:

THE CRESSET has reached maturity
and has acquired a certain amount
of dignity in consequence. We are all
rather proud of its many and varied
accomplishments in different fields.

I
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But we much preferred the infant
prodigy stage.
You don't laugh any more. You
ought to, before the avalanche. Van
De Water, in commenting on the
characteristics of the native Vermonter, may inadvertently have given the
clue to the change we notice when he
wrote, "Mirth and gayety are deplored unless they are tethered to a
mission. Having fun for fun's sake is
eccentric, like appearing in public
without your trousers."
Won't you please request your married contributors who may at present
be down with spring house-cleaning
chores to again come up with something sprightly about I. household
menus, 2. babies, 3. dogs, or even 4.
telephone booths? Their three-decker
brows won't permit them to dally
overlong in such frivolous paths. But
these subjects are an integral part of
the essential substances of life and
as such deserve an honored place in
your columns.
Once upon a time before you
achieved such perfect aplomb you
would be caught out upon a limb and
we admired the agility with which
you back-pedalled. Aren't we ever
again going to enjoy having you pat
such a jolly playfellow as Spivak on
the back and palm him off on your

readers as a stalwart defender of the
Red, White, and Blue, when all the
while the rascal was only interested in
the first color?
Perhaps it was inevitable that you
introduced a movie review column.
We have no quarrel with you for scintillating in this field also. But it has its
drawbacks. Friend wife hadn't been
to a movie in over a year, so we finally succumbed. Scanning the menu
printed in the evening paper resembled nothing less than the quest
of the ancient Greek with the Ianthorn. And when we finally entered
the portals of the movie house our
anticipation was chilled by the
thought that this particular movie
didn't bear the imprimatur of THE
CRESSET. So why were we here?
We appreciate your efforts as a
guide in this field but resent it when
you become our conscience. Some day
we hope to read, in THE CRESSET, a
blurb for some show that the Marx
brothers have put on and we shall be
rid of this complex. The only other
remedy is not to read the movie reviews. They remove all the uncertainty of going to a movie, and that
is half the fun, even though later you
stew in your own juice.
HERB BRUMMER
Roseville, Michigan

+
Praising the Past
Many classes are always praising the by-gone time, for
it is natural that the old should extol the days of their
youth; the weak, the area of their strength; the sick, the
season of their vigor; and the disappointed, the springtide of their hopesl-C. BINGHAM.
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Contributors-Problems-Final Notes
diana ("Chad Hanna" and " The
Lights Go Down") and Georgine
Theiss, of Oakland, California
("The World Is
Like That" ). THE
CRESSET this month
welcomes to its
pages a new poetess, Dorothy Hoyer
Scharlemann, of
Athens, Wisconsin.
Lack of space in
our last issue made
it impossible to include the complete
"Check List" of
books. The remainder follows.

THIS month's leading article is
the second and concluding installment of "The Motion Picture," by one of
THE CRESSET's staff
of reviewers. In this
article the author
analyzes the motion
picture from the
moral angle, and
discusses its function in the political
and economic
realm.
Our guest reviewers this month are
Anne Hansen, of
Fort Wayne, In-

The

Editor~s

Lamp

*** TheandSocial
Teachings of Moses **
of Representative Pmphets. By Hartwig Dierks

*** The American Novel: 1789-1939. **
By Carl Van Doren
*** Since Yesterday. By Frederick **
Lewis Allen
** L etters to Mary. By Catherine **
Hayes Brown
** Happy Days. By H . L. Mencken **
** Let the People Sing. By J. B.
Priestley
**
** AnShute
Old Captivity. By Nevil
**
** River of Earth. By James Still
** Native Son. By Richard Wright **
** Flowering Earth . By Donald **
Culross Peattie
** Th e Trees. By Conrad Richter *

Europe to Let: Memoirs of an
Obscure Man. By Storm Jameson
Th e Loon Feather. By lola Fuller
Th e Morning Is Near Us. By
Susan Glaspell
Beth el M erriday. By Sinclair
Lewis
The Well Tempered Listener.
By Deems T aylor
N ews Is My fob. By Edna Lee
Booker
Kitty Foyle. By Christopher
Morley
Dildo Cay. By Nelson Hayes
Th e Major Has Seven Guests.
By Constance Wagner
Charles II. By Hilaire Belloc
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FORTHCOMING ISSUES

I.

In "Notes and Comment" the editors will continue
their brief comments on the world of public affairs and
modern thought.

II.

Major articles during the coming months will include:
DIVORCE
EDWIN ARLINGTON ROlliNSON

III.

In future issues the editors will revtew, among
many others, the following books:
J

MARRIED ADVENTURE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . •.... . Osa

PARIS GAZETTE •••...•....•.•. . . .. • •. . . . . . Lion

johnson

Feuchtwa11ger

THE LABYRINTHINE W A \'S . •. .. ..•• .• . . •.•..•. . • Graham

G1·eene

CLARA SCH UMAI\N ... ....•... . .. .. .. . . • .•• . .• . . john

N. Burk

G USTAV ADOLF-THE GRMT . . . • . •..••. . . . •.••.• . Nils

Ahnltmd

WITHOUT FEAR OR FAVOR ..•. . • . . • • . . . ...•...•• . . N eil

MacNeil

M E N Ac:AII'OST MADNESS ••... .• •. ..... ... •... • Lowell

S. Selling

CITIZENS ..... . ... . . •• .•.• . • .. . . . ... •.• . . . . . . . . . Meyer
AM ERICAN FAITH . .•. • . . . . . . •.. ...•• . . Emest

No

PLACE LIKE Ho~n: ..

Levin

Sutherland Bates

. ... . . Patience, Richard, j oh1m y Abbe

COMPETITION FOR EMPIRE •... .. •..... .. •. . • . •.

Walter L. Dorn

